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1. Introduction

Let X be a nonempty set and let r : X ×X −→ X ×X be a bijective map. In this case we shall use

notation (X, r) and refer to it as a quadratic set or set with quadratic map r. We present the image of

(x, y) under r as

(1.1) r(x, y) = (xy, xy).

The formula (1.1) defines a “left action” L : X ×X −→ X, and a “right action” R : X ×X −→ X, on

X as:

(1.2) Lx(y) = xy, Ry(x) = xy,

for all x, y ∈ X. The map r is non-degenerate, if the maps Rx and Lx are bijective for each x ∈ X . In this

paper we shall often assume that r is non-degenerate, as will be indicated. Also, as a notational tool, we

shall often identify the sets X ×X and X2, the set of all monomials of length two in the free semigroup

〈X〉.

As in [8] to each quadratic map r : X2 → X2 we associate canonically algebraic objects (see Defini-

tion 2.2) generated by X and with quadratic defining relations < naturally determined as

(1.3) < = <(r) = {(u = r(u)) | u ∈ X2, whenever u 6= r(u) as words in X2}

Note that in the case when X is finite, the set <(r) of defining relations is also finite, therefore the

associated algebraic objects are finitely presented. Furthermore in many cases they will be standard

finitely presented with respect to the degree-lexicographic ordering. It is known in particular that the

algebra generated by the semigroup S(X, r) defined in this way has remarkable homological properties

when r obeys the braid or Yang-Baxter equations in X×X×X and other restrictions such as square free,

involutive. Set-theoretic solutions were introduced in [1, 24] and studied in [4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 2, 23, 15, 13, 14]

as well as more recently in [11, 7, 3, 8, 9, 22] and other works.

In this paper we study the close relations between the combinatorial properties of the defining relations,

i.e. of the map r, and the structural properties of the associated algebraic objects, particularly through

the ‘actions’ above. Section 2 contains preliminary material and some elementary results based on direct

calculation with Rx,Lx. These include cancellation properties in S(X, r) (Proposition 2.13 and related

results) that will be needed later and a full characterisation of when (X, r) obeys the Yang-Baxter

equations under the assumption of square free, involutive and nondegenerate. In particular we find that

they are equivalent to a cyclicity condition

(yx)(yz) = (xy)(xz)

for all x, y, z ∈ X (see Theorem 2.36). Cyclicity conditions, originally called ”cyclic conditions” were

discovered in 1990 while the first author was looking for new classes of Noetherian Artin-Shelter regular

rings, [4, 5, 6], and have already played an important role in the theory, see [4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 22].

The cyclic conditions are used in the proof of the nice algebraic and homological properties of the binomial

skew polynomial rings, such as being Noetherian, [4, 5], Gorenstein (Artin-Schelter regular), [6, 9], and
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for their close relation with the set-theoretic solutions of YBE [10, 9]. The cycle sets, as Rump calls them

have essential role in his decomposition theorem, [22].

In Section 3 we show that the ‘actions’ Rx,Lx indeed extend to actions of the semigroup S(X, r) on

itself to form a matched pair [18, 20] of monoids. Matched pairs of groups are a notion known in group

theory since the 1910s and also known to be connected with solutions of the YBE, see [15] and references

therein. However in the present paper we use matched pairs rather more explicitly as a starting point,

both in the construction of a solution rS on S(X, r) (up to Proposition 3.8, and Theorem 3.14) when

(X, r) is a solution, and conversely in a characterisation of when (X, r) is a solution in terms of matched

pairs (Theorem 3.15). Thus, we consider the map rS(u, v) = (uv, uv) for any matched pair and we do not

require apriori that it obeys the Yang-Baxter equations. We find along way a nice class of ‘M3-monoids’

S; namely, S acts on itself to form a matched pair and

uv = uvuv

holds in S for all u, v ∈ S (in other words, rS-commutative). We show (Propositions 3.12 and 3.13) that rS

obeys the Yang-Baxter equations when S is cancellative and that there are iterated double crossproduct

monoids S ./ S, S ./ S ./ S, etc. This is the analogue of the construction for bialgebras A(R) associated

to R-matrices [21] and iterated double cross products A(R) ./ A(R), A(R) ./ A(R) ./ A(R), etc. in [19].

The triple product underlies the proof that rS obeys the Yang-Baxter equations in our approach. We

also provide an interpretation of these equations as zero curvature for ‘surface-transport’ around a cube,

a point of view to be developed further elsewhere.

In Section 4 we use our matched pair characterisation to study regular extensions Z = X t Y of

set theoretic solutions. We show that a regular extension implies a matched pair (S, T ) and monoid

S ./ T where S, T are from X, Y (Proposition 4.8). Conversely, we prove at the level of matched pairs

(Theorem 4.9) that if (S, T ) are a matched pair of cancellative M3-monoids then S ./ T is an M3-monoid

and hence (in the context of the results of Section 3) there is an extension rZ obeying the Yang-Baxter

equations. An example is a ‘double’ of any solution, which is an analogue of the induced coquasitriangular

structure on A(R) ./ A(R) in [20]. The rest of the section is a detailed analysis of this correspondence at

the level of set-theoretic solutions in order to identify minimal ‘if and only if’ conditions (Theorems 4.11

and 4.21), which is eventually tied back to the matched pair picture in Proposition 4.27. Our inductive

construction of the graded matched pair (S, T ) from the (rX , rY ) data here (and also the construction of

(S, S) in Section 3) is somewhat analogous to the construction of a Lie group matched pair from a Lie

algebra one by integrating vector fields and connections [17].

Section 4 concludes with a detailed example of the construction of extensions using our methods for

a pair of initial (X, rX ), (Y, rY ). The solutions here are involutive, nondegenerate, square-free with the

condition ‘LRI’ as studied in Section 2. We provide also the graphs of the initial and extended solutions

(these can also be viewed as a natural source of discrete noncommutative geometries, a point of view to

be developed elsewhere).
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2. Preliminaries, cancellation and cyclicity properties

Notation 2.1. For a non-empty set X , as usual, we denote by 〈X〉, and gr〈X〉, respectively the free unital

semigroup, and the free group generated by X, and by k〈X〉- the free associative k-algebra generated by

X , where k is an arbitrary field. For a set F ⊆ k〈X〉, (F ) denotes the two sided ideal of k〈X〉, generated

by F .

Definition 2.2. [8] Assume that r : X2 −→ X2 is a bijective map.

(i) The semigroup

S = S(X, r) = 〈X ;<(r)〉,

with a set of generators X and a set of defining relations <(r), is called the semigroup associated with

(X, r).

(ii) The group G = G(X, r) associated with (X, r) is defined as

G = G(X, r) = gr〈X ;<(r)〉.

(iii) For arbitrary fixed field k, the k-algebra associated with (X, r) is defined as

(2.1) A = A(k, X, r) = k〈X〉/(<(r)).

Clearly A is a quadratic algebra, generated by X and with defining relations <(r). Furthermore, A is

isomorphic to the semigroup algebra kS(X, r).

Remark 2.3. [9] When we study the semigroup S = S(X, r), the group G = G(X, r), or the algebra

A = A(k, X, r) associated with (X, r), it is convenient to use the action of the infinite group, D(r),

generated by maps associated with the quadratic relations, as follows. As usual, we consider the two

bijective maps rii+1 : X3 −→ X3, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 , where r12 = r × IdX , and r23 = IdX × r. Then

D = D(r) = gr〈r
12, r23〉

acts on X3. If r is involutive, the bijective maps r12 and r23 are involutive as well, so in this case D(r)

is the infinite dihedral group,

D = D(r) = gr〈r
12, r23 : (r12)2 = e, (r23)2 = e〉

Note that all monomials ω′ ∈ X3 which belong to the same orbit OD(ω) satisfy ω′ = ω as elements of G

(respectively, S, A).

Definition 2.4. (1) r is square-free if r(x, x) = (x, x) for all x ∈ X.

(2) A non-degenerate involutive square-free map (X, r) will be called (set-theoretic) quantum binomial

map.

(3) r is a set-theoretic solution of the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) if the braid relation

(2.2) r12r23r12 = r23r12r23

holds in X ×X ×X. In this case (X, r) is also called a braided set. If in addition r is involutive

(X, r) is called a symmetric set.
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The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose (X, r) is given, and let x•, and •x be the associated left and right actions. Then

(1) r is involutive if and only if

(2.3)
xy(xy) = x, and (yx)yx

= x, for all x, y ∈ X.

(2) r is square-free if and only if

xx = x, and xx = x for all x ∈ X.

(3) If r is non-degenerate and square-free, then

xy = x ⇐⇒ yx = x⇐⇒ y = x ⇐⇒ r(x, y) = (x, y).

It is also straightforward to write out the Yang-Baxter equations for r in terms of the actions. This is

in [2] but we recall it here in our notations for convenience.

Lemma 2.6. Let (X, r) be given in the notations above. Then r obeys the YBE (2.2) (or (X, r) is a

braided set) iff the following conditions hold

L1 : x(yz) =
xy(yx

z), R1 : (xy)
z

= (x
yz)yz

,

LR3 : (xy)
(xy

(z))
= (x

yz)(yz),

for all x, y, z ∈ X.

Proof. We refer to the diagram (2.4). This diagram contains elements of the orbit of arbitrary monomial

xyz ∈ X3, under the action of the group D(r). Note that each two monomials in this orbit are equal as

elements of S

(2.4)

xyz
r×idX−−−−→ (xyxy)z

idX×r





y





y

idX×r

xr(yz) = x(yzyz) (xy)r(xyz) = (xy)(xy

z)((xy)z)

r×idX





y





y

r×idX

r(x(yz)).yz = x(yz)[(x
yz)(yz)] [

xy(xy

z)][(xy)(
xy

z)][(xy)z ] = w1

idX×r





y

[x(yz)][r((x
yz)(yz))] = [x(yz)][(x

yz)(yz)][(x
yz)yz

] = w2

from which we read off L1,LR3,R1 for equality of the words in X3. �

The following proposition was also proved in [2], see 2.1.

Proposition 2.7. [2]. (a) Suppose that (X, r) is involutive, r is right non-degenerate and the assignment

x→ Rx is a right action of G(X, r) on X. Define the map T : X −→ X by the formula T (y) = R−1
y (y),

then one has R−1
x ◦ T = T ◦ Lx.

Suppose in addition that Lx are invertible , i.e. (X, r) is involutive and non-degenerate. Then

(b) T is invertible, and the two left actions of G(X, r) given by x→ R−1
x and x→ Lx are isomorphic

to each other.
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(c) Condition R1 implies L1 and LR3. Thus (X, r) is symmetric if and only if R1 is satisfied.

Remark 2.8. It was shown by a different argument in [8] that if (X,r) is square-free symmetric set, then

Rx = L−1
x for all x ∈ X

We want to find out now what is the relation between the actions, and the above conditions, if we

assume only that r in non-degenerate, without any further restrictions.

Conditions L1, R1, LR3 also appear in the notion of matched pairs of groups, see [20], and we have

used the notations coming from there. Motivated by this we also define:

Definition 2.9. Given (X, r) we extend the actions x• and •x on X to left and right actions on X ×X

as follows. For x, y, z ∈ X we define:

(2.5) x(y, z) := (xy, xy

z), and (x, y)z := (x
yz, yz)

Lemma 2.10. Let (X, r) be given in the notations above. Then r is left-invariant in the sense

(2.6) L2 : r(x(y, z)) = x(r(y, z)),

iff L1, LR3. Moreover, r is right-invariant in the sense

(2.7) R2 : r((x, y)z) = (r(x, y))
z
,

iff R1, LR3.

Proof. From the formula (1.1) and Definition 2.5:

r(x(y, z)) = r(xy, (xy)z) = (
xy((x

y)z), (xy)(
(xy )z)).

x(r(y, z)) = x(yz, yz) = (x(yz), (x(yz))(yz)).

Hence condition L2 is an equality of pairs in X ×X :

(
xy((x

y)z), (xy)(
(xy)z)) = (x(yz), (x(yz))(yz))

as required. The case of R2 is similar. �

These will play a role later on. We see that all of these conditions hold in the case of a braided set:

Corollary 2.11. If (X, r) is a braided set then all conditions L1, L2, R1, R2, and LR3 are satisfied.

2.1. Cancellation conditions. To proceed further we require and investigate next some cancellation

conditions. A sufficient but not necessary condition for them is if X ⊂ G(X, r) is an inclusion

Definition 2.12. Let (X, r) be a set with bijective quadratic map.We say that r is 2-cancellative if for

every positive integer k, less than the order of r, the following two condition holds:

rk(x, y) = (x, z) =⇒ z = y (left 2-cancellative )

rk(x, y) = (t, y) =⇒ x = t (right 2-cancellative)

It follows from Corollary 2.15 that every non-degenerate involutive quadratic map (X, r) is 2-cancellative.
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Proposition 2.13. Let (X, r) be a set with quadratic map, with associated semigroup S = S(X, r). Then:

(1) S has (respectively left, right) cancellation on monomials of length 2 if and only if r is (respectively

left, right) 2-cancellative;

(2) Suppose that (X, r) is 2-cancellative solution. Then S has cancellation on monomials of length 3.

Proof. Remind that the defining relations of S come from the map r. We do not assume r is necessarily

of finite order, so, in general,

xy = xz in S ⇐⇒ zt = rk(xy), for some positive integer k,

or zt = rk(zt) for some positive integer k.

Assume xy = xz in S. Without loss of generality, we may assume xz = rk(xy). But r is 2-cancellative,

so z = y

Clearly if r is not left 2-cancellative, then there is an equality xz = rk(xy) for some integer k ≥ 1, and

z 6= y. This gives xz = xy in S, therefore S is not left cancellative. This proves the left case of (1). The

proof of the right case is analogous.

We shall prove (2). Suppose (X, r) is a 2-cancellative solution. Let xyz = xpq be an equality in S.

Then the monomial xpq, considered as an element of X3, is in the orbit OD(xyz) of xyz under the action

of the group D(r) on X3, and therefore occurs in the YB-diagram (2.4). We study the six possible cases.

In the first four cases we follow the left vertical branch of the diagram.

(a) (x, p, q) = (x, y, z) in X×3 =⇒ (p, q) = (y, z) in X ×X =⇒ pq = yz in S.

(b) (x, p, q) = (x, r(y, z)) in X×3 =⇒ (p, q) = r(y, z) in X ×X =⇒ pq = yz in S.

(c) (x, p, q) = (r(x, yz), yz) in X3 =⇒ q = yz and (x, p) = r(x, yz)

=⇒by r 2-cancellative p = yz =⇒ (x, p, q) = (x, yz, yz)

=⇒ (p, q) = r(y, z) =⇒ pq = yz in S.

(d) (x, p, q) = (x(yz), r((x
yz), yz) =⇒ x = x(yz) =⇒by r 2-cancellative x

yz = yz

=⇒ (x, p, q) = (x, r(yz, yz) = (x, r2(y, z)) =⇒ (p, q) = r2(y, z) =⇒ pq = yz in S.

(e) (x, p, q) = (r(x, y), z) in X×3 =⇒ q = z and (x, p) = r(x, y)

=⇒by r 2-cancellative p = y =⇒ (x, p, q) = (x, y, z) in X×3

(f) (x, p, q) = (xy, r(xy , z)) in X×3 =⇒ xy = x =⇒by r 2-cancellative

xy = y =⇒ (x, p, q) = (x, r(y, z)) =⇒ (p, q) = r(y, z) =⇒ pq = yz in S.

We have shown that

xyz = xpq is an equality in S3 =⇒ yz = pq in S2

Assume now that xyz = xyt is an equality in S3. It follows from the previous that yz = yt, in S2,

therefore by the 2-cancellativeness of S z = t.

Analogous argument verifies the right cancellation in S3. �

The following Lemma 2.14 and Corollary 2.15 show that each non-degenerate involutive quadratic

maps is 2-cancellative:
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Lemma 2.14. Suppose (X, r) is non-degenerate and involutive quadratic map (not necessarily a solution

of YBE), x, y ∈ X. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) r(x, y) = (x, t), for some t ∈ X;

(2) r(x, y) = (s, y), for some s ∈ X;

(3) xy = x;

(4) xy = y;

(5) r(x, y) = (x, y).

Proof. Suppose r(x, y) = (x, t), for some t ∈ X . Clearly it follows from the standard equality r(x, y) =

(xy, yx) that (5) =⇒ (1)⇐⇒ (3), and (5) =⇒ (2)⇐⇒ (4).

We will show (3) =⇒ (4). Assume xy = x. Then the equalities

xy = x =(r involutive) xy(xy) = x(xy).

give xy = x(xy), which by the non-degeneracy of r implies y = xy . One analogously proves the implication

(4) =⇒ (3).

We have shown that each of the first four conditions implies the remaining three and hence, clearly

(5) also holds. This completes the proof of the lemma. �

Corollary 2.15. Let (X, r) be non-degenerate and involutive quadratic map. Then r is 2-cancellative

and S = S(X, r) has cancellation on monomials of length 2.

Furthermore, if (X, r) is a solution of YBE, then S has cancellation on monomials of length 3.

The following example gives a non-degenerate bijective solution (X, r) which is not 2-cancellative,

Example 2.16. Let X = {x, y, z}, ρ = (xyz) , be a cycle of length three in Sym(X). Define r(x, y) :=

(ρ(y), x). Then r : X ×X −→ X ×X is a non-degenerate bijection of order 6.

(x, x) −→r (y, x) −→r (y, y) −→r (z, y) −→r (z, z) −→r (x, z) −→r (x, x),

(x, y) −→r (z, x) −→r (y, z) −→r (x, y).

It is easy to check that r is a solution of YBE, (this is a permutation solution). The two actions satisfy:

Lx = Ly = Lz = (xyz);Rx = Ry = Rz = e, so r is nondegenerate. Note that r2 fails to be nondegenerate,

since r2(y, x) = (z, y), r2(y, y) = (z, z). Moreover, r is not 2-cancellative, since xx = yx is an equality in

S. Note also that in the group G(X, r) all generators are equal: x = y = z.

Lemma 2.17. Let (X, r) be nondegenerate. If the semigroup S(X, r) has cancellation on monomials of

length 3 then

(i) L2 ⇐⇒ R2 ⇐⇒ L1 & R1 ⇐⇒ (X, r) is braided set.

If r is moreover involutive then

(ii) L1⇐⇒ R1 ⇐⇒ (X, r) is symmetric set.

Proof. We look again at the requirements of the YBE in the proof recalled above. The semigroup S(X, r)

has cancellation on monomials of length 3. So if we look at this diagram (2.4) in the semigroup S(X, r)
8



then as words in S(X, r) we already have equality w1 = w2. If we assume L1, LR3 we can cancel the

first two factors and deduce R1 in S(X, r). But X ⊂ S(X, r), so we can conclude R1 in S. Similarly

any two of L1,LR3,R1 allows us to conclude the third. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that any two is

equivalent in this case to (X, r) braided. This proves (i). Also, if we assume now that r is involutive then

by Proposition 2.7, one has L1 ⇐⇒ R1, which by (i) gives the last part. �

Clearly for the proof of the lemma it is enough to assume X ⊂ G(X, r) is an inclusion. It is important

to note that the condition X ⊂ G(X, r) or an equivalent one is not empty as shows the following example.

Example 2.18. Consider X = {x, y, z} and r on monomials:

xy → xz → yz → yy → xy, xx→ zz → yx→ zy → xx, zx→ zx.

Clearly, r is non-degenerate and as we show below obeys L1, R1. On the other hand it does not obey

the YBE. Note that x = y = z in G(X, r) by cancelling in the group, so X is not contained in G(X, r).

Here we give some details. It is not difficult to see that for each pair ξ, η ∈ X there is an equality

r(ξη) = (L(η),R(ξ)), where L = (x z y) ∈ S3, R = (x z) ∈ S3.

In other words r is a permutational map, (see Definition 2.24), and in the notation of (1.2) we have

Lx = Ly = Lz = L = (x z y), a cycle of length three in S3, and Rx = Ry = Rz = R = (x z), a

transposition in S3. It is clear then that the left action satisfy

a(bξ) = L2(ξ) =
ab(ab

ξ), for all ξ, a, b ∈ X,

therefore L1 holds. Similarly for the right action one has:

(ξa)b = R2(ξ) = ξ = (ξ
ab)ab

, for all ξ, a, b ∈ X,

which verifies R1 . Furthermore, as a permutational map r obeys all cyclic conditions, see Definition

2.22. Direct computation shows that r12r23r12(xyz) 6= r23r12r23(xyz), so (X, r) does not obey the YBE.

2.2. Cyclic conditions. In various cases in a nodegenerate (X, r) the left and the right actions are

inverses,i.e. Rx = L−1
x and Lx = R−1

x for all x ∈ X . For example this is true for every square-

free symmetric set (X, r). It is natural then to single out the class of non-degenerate sets (X, r) with

condition LRI defined bellow, and study the the relation of this property to the other conditions on the

left (resp. right) action.

Definition 2.19. Let (X, r) be nondegenerate. We define the condition

(2.8) LRI: (xy)x = y = x(yx) for all x, y ∈ X.

In other words LRI holds if and only if Rx = L−1
x and Lx = R−1

x

Lemma 2.20. For (X, r) nondegenerate,

(2.9) LRI ⇐⇒ (xy)x = y for all x, y ∈ X ⇐⇒ x(yx) = y for all x, y ∈ X.

Proof. Assume (xy)x = y for all x, y ∈ X . Then setting xy = u, one has x(ux) = xy = u and this applies

to all u ∈ X by nondegeneracy. The proof in the other direction is analogous. �
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We will show later that under some cyclicity restrictions, the involutiveness of r is equivalent to

condition LRI. The following lemma is straight forward.

Lemma 2.21. Assume (X, r) satisfies LRI. Then L1⇐⇒ R1, and L2⇐⇒ R2.

More generally, clearly, LRI implies that whatever property is satisfied by the left action, an analogous

property is valid for the right action and vice versa. In particular, this is valid for the left and right ‘cyclic

conditions’. Such conditions were discovered, see [4, 5, 8] when the first author studied binomial rings

with skew polynomial relation and square-free solutions of YBE. It is interesting to know that the proofs

of the good algebraic and homological properties of these algebras and semigroups use in explicit or

implicit form the existence of the strong cyclic condition in its form CC . This includes the properties

of being Noetherian, Gorenstein, therefore Artin-Shelter regular, and ”producing” solutions of YBE, see

[4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13]. Compared with these works, here we do not assume that X is finite, and initially

the only restriction on the map r we impose is ”r is non-degenerate”. We recall first the notion of ”cyclic

conditions” in terms of the left and right actions and study the implication of the cyclic conditions on the

properties of the actions, in particular how are they related with involutiveness of r and and condition

LRI.

Definition 2.22. Let (X, r) be a quadratic set. We define the conditions

CL1 : yx

x = yx for all x, y ∈ X ; CL2 :
xyx = yx, for all x, y ∈ X ;

CR1 : x
xy = xy, for all x, y ∈ X ; CR2 : xyx

= xy for all x, y ∈ X.

We will need various combinations of these conditions:

Definition 2.23.

(1) We say that (X, r) is weak cyclic or WCC if CL1,CR1 hold.

(2) We say that (X, r) is left cyclic or CL if CL1,CL2 hold.

(3) We say that (X, r) is right cylic or CR if CR1,CR2 hold.

(4) We say that (X, r) is cyclic or CC if all four CL1,CL2,CR1,CR2 hold.

Example 2.24. (Permutational solution, Lyubashenko, [1]) Let X be nonempty set, let f, g be bijective

maps X −→ X , and let r(x, y) = (g(y), f(x)). We call r a permutational map. Then a) (X, r) is braided

if and only if fg = gf. Clearly, in this case xy = zy = g(y), and yx = yz = f(y) for all x, z, y ∈ X , so

Lx = g, and Rx = f for all x ∈ X, hence the cyclic conditions CC hold. b) (X, r) is symmetric if and

only if f = g−1. Note that if n ≥ 2, and f 6= idX , or g 6= idX , the solution (X, r) is never square-free.

The following examples come from Lemma 2.26.

Example 2.25. (1) Every square-free non-degenerate braided set (X, r) satisfies the weak cyclic

conditions CL1, CR1.

(2) Every square-free left cycle set (see Def 2.30) satisfies CL2.

(3) Every square-free right cycle set satisfies CR2.

Lemma 2.26. Assume (X, r) is non-degenerate with LRI. Then the following conditions are equivalent
10



(1) (X, r) satisfies CL1;

(2) (X, r) satisfies CL2;

(3) (X, r) satisfies CR1;

(4) (X, r) satisfies CR2;

(5) (X, r) satisfies CL;

(6) (X, r) satisfies CR;

(7) (X, r) satisfies WCC;

(8) (X, r) satisfies CC.

Proof. Suppose first that CL1 holds, so yx

x = yx for all x, y ∈ X . In this equality we set u = yx, and

(by LRI) y = xu, and obtain by the nondegeneracy ux =
xux for all x, u ∈ X , i.e. CL2. The implication

(2.10) CL2 =⇒ CL1

is analogous. It follows then that CL1 and CL2 are equivalent. But under the assumption of LRI one

has

CL1⇐⇒ CR1 and CL2⇐⇒ CR2.

We have shown that the conditions CL1, CL2, CR1 CR2, are equivalent. Clearly, each of them implies

the remaining three conditions, and therefore (by Definition 2.22), it implies conditions CL, CR, WCC,

and CC. The inverse implications are straightforward from Definition 2.22. �

Proposition 2.27. Suppose (X, r) is non-degenerate. If CL1 or CL2 holds then

(2.11) r is involutive⇐⇒ LRI

In this case CC is in force.

Proof. Suppose CL1 holds. Let r be involutive. Then

(2.12) (yx)yx

= x.

By CL1 yx = yx

x, which together with (2.12) implies

(yx

x)yx

= x.

By the non-degeneracy of r it follows that given x ∈ X , every u ∈ X can be presented as u = yx, for

appropriate uniquely determined y. We have shown

(ux)u = x for every x, u ∈ X.

It follows from Lemma 2.20 that u(xu) = x is also in force for all x, u ∈ X. We have shown

r involutive =⇒ LRI.

Now the hypothesis of Lemma 2.26 is satisfied, so CL1 implies CC.

Next we show LRI =⇒ r is involutive. Thus, assume now LRI. For the involutiveness of r it will be

enough to show (yx)yx

= x for all x, y ∈ X. Note first that CL2 is also in force, by Lemma 2.26. We set

(2.13) u = xy, so y =LRI ux.
11



The equalities

x =LRI (yx)y =CL2 (
xyx)y = (ux)ux

by (2.13), imply that (ux)ux

= x, which, by the non-degeneracy of r is valid for all u, x ∈ X. Therefore r

is involutive.

We shall now prove the other case; assume CL2 is in force. Suppose in addition that r is involutive.

Then the following equalities are true for all x, y ∈ X :

xy((yx)y) =
yx(y)((yx)y) = yx =

xyx,

where the first equality is by xy =
yxy and the second is by r involutive. Hence

xy((yx)y) =
xyx, and by

the non-degeneracy of r, (yx)y = x. By Lemma 2.20 this implies LRI. It follows then that CC is also in

force. We have shown above that conditions LRI and CL2 imply ”r is involutive”. �

We give now the definition of (left) cycle set.

Remark 2.28. The notion of cycle set was introduced by Rump, see [22] and was used in the proof of

the decomposition theorem. In his definition Rump assumes that the left and the right actions on X are

inverses (or in our language, condition LRI holds), and that r is involutive. We keep the name ”sycle

set” but we suggest a bit more general definition here. We do not assume that r is involutive, neither

that LRI holds. Therefore we have to distinguish left and right cycle sets. Furthermore, Corollary 2.32

shows that for a square-free left cycle set conditions r is involutive and LRI are equivalent.

Convention 2.29. Till the end of this section we assume (X, r) non-degenerate.

Definition 2.30. Let (X, r) be non-degenerate.

a) [22] (X, r) is called a (left) cycle set if the condition CSL given below holds:

(2.14) CSL (yt)(yx) = (ty)(tx) for all x, y, t ∈ X.

b) Analogously we define a (right) cycle set and the condition CSR.

(2.15) CSR (xy)ty

= (xt)yt

for all x, y, t ∈ X.

Lemma 2.31. Assume (X, r) is non-degenerate and square-free. (We do not assume involutiveness.)

Then

L1 =⇒ CL1; R1 =⇒ CR1; LR3 =⇒ WCC;
CSL =⇒ CL2; CSR =⇒ CR2.

Proof. We prove first L1 =⇒ CL1. Suppose (X, r) satisfies L1. Consider the equalities

(2.16) yx = y(xx) =(by L1) yx(yx

x).

By Lemma 2.5.3, tx = t implies x = t, which together with (2.16) gives yx

x = yx. We have shown

L1 =⇒ CL1. The implication R1 =⇒ CR1 is analogous.

Suppose LR3 holds. We set z = y in the equality

(2.17) (xy)
(xy

(z))
= (x

yz)(yz), for all x, y, z,∈ X,
12



and obtain:

(2.18) (xy)(
xy

(y)) = (xy)y.

By hypothesis (X, r) is square-free, therefore (2.18) and Lemma 2.5 imply

xy = (xy)y,

which proves CL1. If we set x = y in (2.17), similar argument proves CR1. Therefore LR3 implies

WCC.

Assume CSL is satisfied. So, for all x, y, t ∈ X one has
yt(yx) =

ty(tx) in which we substitute in y = x

and obtain
xt(xx) =

tx(tx).

This, since r is square-free, yields (xt)x = tx, which verifies CSL =⇒ CL2. The proof of CSR =⇒ CR2

is analogous. �

Lemma 2.31 and Proposition 2.27 imply the following corollary.

Corollary 2.32. Suppose (X, r) is non-degenerate and square free. Then each of the conditions L1, R1,

LR3, CSL, CSR implies

r is involutive⇐⇒ LRI

Moreover, assuming r involutive, the cyclic conditions CC hold.

Lemma 2.33. Suppose (X, r) is square-free and involutive (i.e.a quantum binomial set). Then condition

LR3 implies that (X, r) is symmetric set with LRI.

Proof. Note first that by Corollary 2.32 LRI is in force. By Lemma 2.31 LR3 implies the weak cyclic

conditions WCC. We shall prove the implication

LR3 =⇒ L1.

By assumption the equality (2.17) holds. We apply the left action
xy

z• , to each side of (2.17), and by

LRI we obtain

(2.19) xy = (xy
z)((x

yz)(yz))

for all x, y, z,∈ X . In the last equality we set

yz = t, so, y = zt,

which gives:

(2.20) A = x(zt) = (x
zt

z)((x
ztz)t) = (x

zt
z)((x

tz)t)

Next we set

(2.21) tz = u, therefore z = ut, zt = ut

in (2.20) and obtain

(2.22) A = x(ut) = (x
ut

(ut))((x
u)t) =LR3 (xu)(

xu
t)

((x
u)t) =

xu(xu

t).
13



Clearly the nondegeneracy of r implies that {u | z = ut}z∈X = X = {t | t = yz}y∈X , so by (2.22)

x(ut) =
xu(xu

t) for all x, u, t ∈ X,

therefore L1 holds. Condition LRI implies that R1 is also satisfied, hence (X, r) is a symmetric set. �

Proposition 2.34. Suppose (X, r) satisfies LRI and CC. Then conditions CSL and L1 are equivalent.

Moreover, each of the conditions L1, CSL implies:

(2.23) (xz)y = xy

(zyx

); x(zy) = (
yxz)

xy for all x, y, z ∈ X.

Proof. We show first CSL =⇒ L1. We set z = yt, in the left- hand side and t = zy, in the right hand

side of the CSL equality
yt(yx) =

ty(tx) to obtain

z(yx) =
ty(zy

x) =
zy

y(zy

x) =CL1 zy(zy

x).

So

z(yx) =
zy(zy

x),

which, by the non-degeneracy, verifies L1.

Assume now L1 holds. Let x, y, t ∈ X. Consider the equalities

yt(yx) =L1
yty((

yt)y

x)

=
ty(tx) : by CL2 and LRI.

We have shown
yt(yx) =

ty(tx) for all x, y, t ∈ X, so CSL is in force. We have verified CSL⇐⇒ L1.

Now we shall prove (2.23). Assume L1. Note that LRI and CC imply the following equalities in S :

(2.24) x.yx = x(yx).xyx

= y.xy,

and

(2.25) yx.y =
yxy.(yx)y = xy.x

Consider the equalities:

xz = x(yx

(zyx

)) : by LRI

= (xyx)(zyx

) : by L1

= (yxy)(zyx

) : by L1 and (2.24)

= y(xy

(zyx

)) : by L1.

We obtained

xz = y(xy

(zyx

)),

to which we apply •y, and get

(xz)y = xy

(zyx

).

For the second equality in (2.23), we consider

zy = ((
yxz)

yx)y : by LRI

= (
yxz)(

yx.y) : by R1

= ((
yxz)

xy.x : by R1, and (2.25)
14



= ((
yxz)

xy)x : by R1.

So

zy = ((
yxz)

xy)x,

and by LRI, we obtain

x(zy) = (
yxz)

xy.

�

Corollary 2.35. Let (X, r) be a non-degenerate, square-free involutive set. Then

(X, r) is symmetric ⇐⇒ CSL.

Moreover, each of the above conditions implies LRI and CC.

Proof. Assume CSL holds. Note first that both LRI and the cyclic conditions CC are satisfied. Indeed,

by hypothesis r is involutive, which by Corollary 2.32 implies LRI. It follows from Lemma 2.31 that CL2

is satisfied, so LRI and Lemma 2.26 imply all cyclic conditions CC. Now the hypothesis of Proposition

2.34 is satisfied, therefore CSL =⇒ L1. Clearly L1 and LRI imply R1 (see Remark 2.21). It follows by

Proposition 2.7 that (X, r) is braided and therefore a symmetric set.

Assume next (X, r) is symmetric set. Clearly then L1 holds, and since (X, r) is square-free and

involutive, Corollary 2.32 implies LRI. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.31 L1 implies CL1, and therefore by

LRI all CC are satisfied. We use again Proposition 2.34 to deduce CSL. �

Remark 2.36. Note that in [22] it is shown that under the assumptions that (X, r) is square-free, non-

degenerate, involutive and satisfies LRI, then (X, r) is braided if and only if it is a cycle set. Here

we show that a weaker hypothesis is enough: Assuming that (X, r) is square-free, non-degenerate, and

involutive, we show that condition CSL is equivalent to (X, r) braided, and each of them implies LRI.

Theorem 2.37. Suppose (X, r) is a quantum binomial set (i.e. non-degenerate, involutive and square-

free). Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) (X, r) is a set-theoretic solution of the Yang-Baxter equation.

(2) (X, r) satisfies L1.

(3) (X, r) satisfies L2.

(4) (X, r) satisfies R1.

(5) (X, r) satisfies R2.

(6) (X, r) satisfies LR3

(7) (X, r) satisfies CSL.

Furthermore each of these conditions implies both LRI and CC.

Proof. By Corollary 2.11

(X, r) symmetric =⇒ L1,L2,R1,R2,LR3

By Proposition 2.7 each of the conditions L1, R1 implies ”(X, r) is symmetric”. Note that L2 is just L1

and LR3, R2 is just R1 and LR3. Lemma 2.33 gives LR3 =⇒ (X, r) is symmetric. This verifies the
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equivalence of the first six conditions. Finally, Corollary 2.35 implies the equivalence CSL⇐⇒ (X, r) is

symmetric. �

3. Matched pair construction of solution (S, rS)

Assume (X, r) is a braided set. Let S = S(X, r) = 〈X |<(r)〉 be the associated Yang-Baxter unitary

semigroup. Clearly, S is graded by length:

S =
⋃

n≥0

Sn, where S0 = 1, S1 = X, Sn = {u ∈ S; |u| = n}

and

Sn.Sm ⊆ Sn+m

We shall extend the left and right actions x• and •x on X defined via r , see (1.1), to a left action

( )• : S × S −→ S

and a right action

•( ) : S × S −→ S.

By construction, these actions agree with the grading of S, i.e. |au| = |u| = |ua|, for all a, u ∈ S. We will

show that they satisfy the following axioms of matched pairs, see [20] and references therein:

(3.1) ML0 : a1 = 1, 1u = u; MR0 : 1u = 1, a1 = a for all u, a ∈ S.

(3.2)
ML1 : (ab)u = a(bu), MR1 : a(uv) = (au)v

ML2 : a(u.v) = (au)(au

v), MR2 : (a.b)u = (a
bu)(bu),

for all a, b, u, v ∈ S.

Furthermore, we prove that

(3.3) M3 : uv = uv.uv for all u, v ∈ S.

We will define first left and right actions of S on the free semigroup 〈X〉.

( )• : S × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉, and •( ) : 〈X〉 × S −→ 〈X〉

We set

u1 := 1, 1u := 1 for all u ∈ S.

Clearly, the free semigroup 〈X〉 is graded by length

〈X〉 =
⋃

n≥0

Xn, where X0 = 1, X1 = X, Xn = {u ∈ 〈X〉; |u| = n}

and

Xn.Xm ⊆ Xn+m.

Step 1. We define the “actions”

(3.4) ( )• : X × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉, and •( ) : 〈X〉 ×X −→ 〈X〉
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recursively as follows. For n = 1 we have X1 = X , and the actions

( )• : X ×X1 −→ X1, and •( ) X1 ×X −→ X1

are well defined via r, see (1.1).

Assuming that the “actions” X ×Xn −→ Xn, and Xn ×X −→ Xn, are defined for n, we will define

them for n + 1. Let u ∈ Xn+1. Then u = y.a = b.z, where y, z ∈ X, a, b ∈ Xn. We set

(3.5) xu = x(y.a) := (xy)(xy

a),

(3.6) ux = (bz)x := (b
zx)(zx).

This way we have defined the “actions” X×Xn −→ Xn, and Xn×X −→ Xn, for all n ≥ 1. We will show

now that these definitions are consistent with the multiplication in 〈X〉, therefore these are “actions” of

X on the free semigroup 〈X〉: X × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉, and 〈X〉 ×X −→ 〈X〉.

Lemma 3.1. The following conditions hold:

a) ML2 holds for X “acting” (on the left) on 〈X〉, that is:

(3.7) x(ab) = (xa).(xa

b) for all x ∈ X, a, b ∈ 〈X〉, |a|, |b| ≥ 1.

b) MR2 holds for X “acting” (on the right) on 〈X〉, that is:

(3.8) (ab)x = (a
bx)bx for all x ∈ X, a, b ∈ 〈X〉, |a|, |b| ≥ 1.

Note that these are equalities of monomials in the free semigroup 〈X〉.

Proof. We prove (a) by induction on the length |a| = n. Definition 3.5 gives the base for the induction.

Assume (3.7) is true for all a, b ∈ 〈X〉, with |a| ≤ n. Let |a| = n + 1. Then a = ya1, with y ∈ X, |a1| = n.

Consider the equalities:

x(ab) = x(y(a1b)) = (xy).(xy

(a1.b)) : by (3.5)

= (xy).((xy

a1).(
((xy)a1 )b) : by the inductive assumption

= (x(ya1)).(
xya1

b) : by (3.5)

= xa.(xa

b).

This verifies (a). The proof of (b) is analogous. �

It follows that the left and the right “actions” (3.4) are well defined.

Step 2. Extend the “actions” (3.4) to a left and a right actions ( )• : S × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉, and •( ) :

〈X〉 × S −→ 〈X〉 of S onto 〈X〉.

Remark 3.2. Note that conditions L1 (respectively R1) on X imply that there is a well defined left action

S ×X −→ X , and a right action X × S −→ X given by the equalities:

(x1...xk)y := x1(...(xk−1(xky))..)

and

y(x1...xk) := (...((yx1)x2)...)xk .

Clearly (ab)x = a(bx), and x(ab) = (xa)b, for all x ∈ X, a, b ∈ S.
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Proposition 3.3. The actions x•, and •x on 〈X〉 extend to a•, and •a for arbitrary monomials a ∈ S.

That is to left and right actions S × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉, and 〈X〉 × S −→ 〈X〉. These actions obey

ML1 for S〈X〉 : abu = a(bu) for all a, b ∈ S, u ∈ 〈X〉.

MR1 for 〈X〉S : uab = (ua)b for all a, b ∈ S, u ∈ 〈X〉.

Proof. We have to show that the following equalities hold:

(3.9) L1 for S〈X〉 : x(yu) =
xy(xy

u) for all x, y ∈ X, u ∈ 〈X〉.

(3.10) R1 for 〈X〉S : (ux)y = (u
xy)xy

for all x, y ∈ X, u ∈ 〈X〉.

We prove (3.9) by induction on |u| = n. Clearly, when |u| = 1, (3.9) is simply condition L1 on X .

Assume (3.9) is true for all u ∈ Xn. Let u ∈ Xn+1. We can write u = tv, with t ∈ X , v ∈ Xn. Then

(3.11) x(yu) = x(y(tv) =(3.7) x((yt).(yt

v)) =(3.7) (x(yt))(x
y t

(yt

v))

(3.12) =inductive ass. (x(yt))(((x
yt).(yt))v) =(3.8) (xyt)((xy)t

v).

We have shown

(3.13) x(yu) = (xyt)((xy)t

v) = w.

Similarly, as in (3.11), (3.12) we obtain:

(3.14)
xy(xy

u) =
xy(xy

tv) = (
xy(xy

t))((
xy.xy)t

v) = w1.

We use conditions L1 and R2 on SX to simplify the right-hand side monomial w1 in this equality:

(3.15) w1 = (
xy(xy

t))((
xy.xy)t

v) =L1,R2 (xyt)((xy)t

v) = w.

Now (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) imply
xy(xy

u) = w = x(yu)

We have shown that (3.9) holds for all u ∈ 〈X〉, and all x, y ∈ X. Therefore the equality

(x1...xk)u := x1(...(xk−1(xku))..)

gives a well defined left action S × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉 , which satisfies ML1.

The proof of (3.10) is analogous. So the right action 〈X〉×S −→ 〈X〉 is also well defined, and satisfies

MR1. �

Proposition 3.4. The following conditions are satisfied.

(3.16) ML2 : a(uv) = (au).((a
u)v), MR2 : (vu)a = (v

ua).(ua),

for all a ∈ S, u, v ∈ 〈X〉.

Proof. We prove first the following equalities:

(3.17) a(yv) = (ay)(ay

v), (vy)a = (v
ya)(ya), for all a ∈ S, y ∈ X, v ∈ 〈X〉.

The proofs of the two identities in (3.17) are analogous. In both cases one uses induction on |a|. We shall

prove the left-hand side equality. By the definition of the left action one has yxv = (yx)(yx

v). This gives
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the base for the induction. Assume (3.17) holds for all a, with |a| ≤ n. Let a1 ∈ S, |a1| = n + 1, y ∈ X,

v ∈ 〈X〉. Clearly, a1 = ax, where x ∈ X, a ∈ S, |a| = n. Consider the equalities

ax(yv) =ML1 a(x(yv)) =(3.5) a[(xy)(xy

v)] =inductive ass. [a(xy)][(a
xy)(xy

v)]

=ML1 [(ax)y][((a
xy).(xy))v] =(3.6) [(ax)y][(ax)y

v].

We have verified the left-hand side of (3.17).

Now we verify (3.16) using again induction on |a|. Step 1. Base for the induction. The equality

x(uv) = (xu).(xu

v), for all x ∈ X , u, v ∈ 〈X〉, is verified by Lemma 3.1. Step 2. Assume (3.16) holds for

all monomials a ∈ S, with |a| ≤ n. Let a1 = ax ∈ S, where |a| = n, x ∈ X. The following equalities hold

in 〈X〉:

ax(uv) =ML1 a(x(uv)) = a(xu).(xu

v)

=inductive ass. [a(xu)][(a
xu)(xu

v)]

=ML1 [axu][((a
xu)(xu))v] =(3.17) [axu][(ax)u

v].

This verifies the left-hand side of (3.16). Analogous argument proves the right-hand side of (3.16). �

We will show next that the left and right actions of S on 〈X〉 defined and studied above induce

naturally left and right actions ( )• : S × S −→ S, and •( ) : S × S −→ S. We need to verify that the

actions agree with the relations in S. We start with the following lemma, which gives an analogue of L2,

but for S acting on monomials of length 2.

Lemma 3.5. The following equalities hold in X2.

(3.18) a(yz) = a(yz.yz), (yz)
a

= (yz.yz)
a
, for all a ∈ S; y, z ∈ X.

Proof. We shall prove (3.18). As usual we use induction on the length |a| = n.

Step 1. |a| = 1, so a = x ∈ X. Then by L2 on X we have

x(yz) = x(yz.yz) for all x, y, z ∈ X.

Step 2. Assume (3.18) holds for all y, z ∈ X, and all a ∈ S, with |a| = n. Let a1 ∈ S, |a1| = n + 1, so

a1 = ax, x ∈ X, a ∈ S, |a| = n. Now

(3.19) (ax)(yz) =ML1 a[x(yz)] = a[(xy)(xy

z)]

(3.20) =inductive ass. a[((
xy)(xy

z)).(xy)(
xy

z)] = a(uv),

where for convenience we denote

u = (xy)(xy

z), v = (xy)(
xy

z)

Now the following are equalities in X

u = (xy.xy)z = x(yz) by L1.

v = (xy)(
xy

z) = x
yz

(yz) by LR3 on X.

So

(3.21) uv = [(x(yz))(x
yz

(yz))] =(3.16) x(yz.yz).
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is and equality in X2, It follows from (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) that

(ax)(yz) = a(uv) =(3.21) a(x(yz.yz)) =ML1 ax(yz.yz).

This proves the first equality in (3.18). Analogous argument verifies the second. �

The following statement shows that the left action agrees with all replacements coming from the

defining relations of S, and therefore agrees with equalities of words in S

Proposition 3.6. The left and right actions ( )• : S × S −→ S, and •( ) : S × S −→ S are well defined.

Proof. We need to verify the following equalities in S:

(3.22) a(u.yz.v) = a(u.(yz.yz).v).

It easily follows from (3.22) that

w1 = w2 is an equality in S =⇒ aw1 = aw2 is an equality in S.

Indeed, w1 = w2 is an equality in S if and only if w2 can be obtained from w1 after a finite number of

replacements coming from the relations <(r). Note that each relation in <(r) has the shape yz = yz.yz,

where y, z ∈ X.

We prove now (3.22). Let a, u, v ∈ S, y, z ∈ X. Then

a(u.yz.v) = [au].[a
u

(yz)].[a
u(yz)

v] =(3.18) [au].[a
u

(yz.yz)].[a
u(yz)

v]

= a[u.(yz.yz)].[a
u(yz)

v] =(3.23) a[u.(yz.yz)].[(a
(u(y z.yz)))v] =ML2 a[u.(yz.yz).v].

We used above the following equality implied by condition MR1:

(3.23) au(yz) = ((au)y)z) = ((au)
yz)yz

.

�

Proposition 3.7. For every u, v ∈ S, the equality uv = uv.uv holds in S

Proof. Using induction on |w| we first show that there is an equality in S

(3.24) xw = xw.xw for all w ∈ S, x ∈ X.

When |w| = 1, one has r(xw) = xw.xw , therefore (3.24) either belongs to the set of defining relations <(r)

(1.3) for S, or is an equality in X2. Assume (3.24) is true for all w with |w| ≤ n. Let v ∈ S, |v| = n + 1,

x ∈ X. Present v = yw, where y ∈ X, w ∈ S, |w| = n. The following equalities follow from the associativity

of the multiplication in S, the inductive assumption, and ML2.

x.v = x.(yw) = (xy)w = (xy.xy)w = (xy)(xy.w) = (xy)[(xy

w)(xy)
w
]

=MR1 [(xy)(xy

)w][x(yw)] =ML2 [x(yw)].[x(yw)].

This proves (3.24) for all x, w, x ∈ X, w ∈ S.

Next we use induction on |u| to prove the statement of the proposition.

Assume

uv = uv.uv for all u, v ∈ S, with |u| ≤ n.
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Let u1 = ux, where u ∈ S, |u| = n, x ∈ X. Then the associative law in S, the inductive assumption,

ML1, and MR2 imply the following equalities

(ux)v = u(xv) =(3.24) u(xv.xv) = [u.xv].xv

= [u(xv)].[u(xv)).(xv)] =ML1,MR2 [(ux)v].[(ux)v ]

�

Proposition 3.8. The left and the right actions of S on 〈X〉 satisfy

(3.25) LR3 : (aw)
(aw

b)
= (a

wb)(wb), for all a, b ∈ S, w ∈ 〈X〉.

Proof. Using induction on |b| = n we proof first

(3.26) (zt)
(zt

b)
= (z

tb)(tb), for all b ∈ S, t, z ∈ X.

Clearly, when |b| = 1, condition (3.26) is simply LR3 on (X, r), which gives the base for induction.

Assume (3.26) is true for all b ∈ S, |b| ≤ n, and all t, z ∈ X. Let b ∈ S, |b| = n + 1, so b = xu,

x ∈ X, u ∈ S, |u| = n. Consider the equalities:

(z
t(xu))[txu] = (z(tx)(t

x
u))[(tx)u]

= (z(tx))(
tx

u))[(tx)u] =inductive ass. [(z
tx)(tx)]

[(z
tx)t

x
]u

=LR3,ML2 [(zt)
zt

x]
(z(tx))u = (zt)[(

zt
x).((z

t)x)u] = (zt)(
zt

(xu))

This proves (3.26).

Analogous argument with induction on |a| = n verifies

(3.27) (at)
(at

b)
= (a

tb)(tb) for all a, b ∈ S, t ∈ X.

Note that (3.26) gives the base for the induction.

Finally we prove (3.25).

We use induction on |w| = n. In the case |w| = 1, (3.25) is exactly condition (3.27). This is the base

for the induction. Assume (3.25) holds for all a, b ∈ S, w ∈ 〈X〉, where |w| ≤ n. Let w ∈ Xn+1, then

w = xv, x ∈ X, v ∈ Xn. We have to show

(a
(xv)b)[(xv)b] = [a(xv)](

a(xv)
b)

For convenience we set W1 = (a
(xv)b)[(xv)b] and W2 = [a(xv)](

a(xv)
b). The following equalities hold

W1 = (a
(xv)b)[(xv)b] =MR2 (a

(xv)b)[(x
vb).(vb)]

=ML1 a
x(vb)

[(x
vb).(vb)]

=ML2 [a
x(vb)

(x
vb)].[(a

x(vb))(x
vb)

(vb)]

=MR1 [a
x(vb)

(x
vb)].[(a

(x.vb))(vb)]

=inductive ass. [(ax)(
ax

(vb))].[((a
x)

vb)(vb)].

Transforming similarly W2 we obtain:

W2 = [a(xv)]
(a(xv))b = [(ax).(ax

v)]
((ax)v )b

= [(ax)
(a

x
v)((ax)v)b].[(ax

v)
((ax)v)b]
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=ML1 [(ax)(
ax

(vb))].[(ax

v)
((ax)v)b]

=inductive ass. [(ax)(
ax

(vb))].[((a
x)

vb)(vb)].

We have shown W1 = W2, which completes the proof of the proposition. �

We have completed all the necessary parts for the construction of a solution rS of the YBE on S, in

the form of a matched pair (S, S). To put this all together we now digress with some formalities about

matched pairs of unital semigroups (i.e. monoids.)

Definition 3.9. (S, T ) is a matched pair of monoids if T acts from the left on S by ( )• and S acts T

from the right by •( ) and these two actions obey ML0, ML1, ML2, MR0, MR1, MR2 listed in

(3.1)–(3.2) for all u, v ∈ S and a, b ∈ T .

If the semigroups are graded and the actions respect the grading, we say that the matched pair is

graded. This is the type we have constructed above. The following proposition is well-known, though

more often for groups rather than monoids. For completeness only, we recall briefly the proof as well.

Proposition 3.10. A matched pair (S, T ) of monoids implies a monoid S ./ T (called the double cross

product) built on S × T with product and unit

(u, a)(v, b) = (u.av, av.b), 1 = (1, 1), ∀u, v ∈ S, a, b ∈ T

and containing S, T as submonoids. Conversely, if there exists a monoid R factorising into S, T in the

sense that the product µ : S × T → R is bijective then (S, T ) are a matched pair and R ∼= S ./ T by this

identification µ.

Proof. A direct proof immediate, see for example [18] in the monoid case:

W1 = [(u, a).(v, b)].(w, c) = (u.(av), (av).b).(w, c) = (a(av)(((a
v)b)w), (((av)b)w)c)

= (u[a(v(bw))], [((av)b)w]c)

W2 = (u, a).[(v, b).(w, c)] = (u, a).(v(bw), (bw)c) = (u.(a(v(bw))), a(v(bw).(bw)c))

= (u[a(v(bw))], [((av)b)w]c)

Clearly, W1 = W2, on using the matched pair properties, hence S ./ T is a monoid. It is also clear from

the construction that the converse is true: for S ./ T with product in the form stated to be a monoid we

need the matched pair conditions. For example,

(u, a).(1, 1) = (u.a1, a1.1) = (u, a)

requires u.a1 = u and a1 = a, for all u ∈ S, a ∈ T. The first equality implies a1 = 1, similarly the other

cases of ML0, MR0. Likewise, consider the equalities:

W1 = [(1, a)(u, 1)](v, 1) = (au, au).(v, 1) = (au.(au

v), (au)v)

W2 = (1, a)[(u, 1)(v, 1)] = (1, a)(u.1v, 1v) = (1, a)(uv, 1) = (a(uv), a(uv)).

To be associative we need W1 = W2, therefore MR1, ML2. Analogously, we obtain the other require-

ments for a matched pair from S ./ T a monoid.
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Now suppose R factors into S, T . Consider a ∈ T, u ∈ S and au ∈ R. By the bijectivity it must

be the product of some unique elements u′a′ for u′ ∈ S and v′ ∈ T . We define ( )• : T × S → S and

•( ) : T ×S → T by u′ = au and a′ = au. It is then easy to see that these are actions and form a matched

pair. Indeed, the product map allows us to identify R ∼= S × T by u.a = (u, a). In this case associativity

in R implies

(u.a).(v.b) = u(a.v)bu.(av.av)b = (u.av).(av .b)

i.e. the product of R has the double cross product form when referred to S × T for the maps ( )•, •( )

defined as above. �

Next we introduce the following natural notion in this context. It is automatically satisfied in the

group case but is useful in the monoid case:

Definition 3.11. A strong monoid factorisation is a factorisation in submonoids S, T as above such that

R also factorises into T, S. We say that a matched pair is strong if it corresponds to a strong factorisation.

In this case we have two bijections

µ1 : S × T → R, µ2 : T × S → R

and hence an invertible map

rT,S = µ−1
1 µ2 : T × S → S × T, rT,S(a, u) = µ−1

1 (au.au) = (au, au).

We also have two double crossed products S ./ T and T ./ S and two underlying matched pairs.

We note also that the axioms (3.1)–(3.2) of a matched pair (S, T ) have the nice interpretation and

representation as a subdivision property, see [16, 20]. Thus is recalled in Figure 1 where a box is labelled

on the left and lower edge by T, S and the other two edges are determined by the actions. This operation

⇒ is exactly the map rT,S above. If one writes out the subdivision property as a composition of maps,

it says

rT,S(ab, u) = (id× ·)r12r23(a, b, u), rT,S(a, uv) = (· × id)r23r12(a, u, v)

where r = rT,S and the numerical suffices denote which factors it acts on. This is just the subdivision

property written out under a different notation, but is suggestive of the axioms of a cocquasitriangular

structure in the case when T = S, a point of view used in [15]. Finally, returning to Figure 1, if the

matched pair is strong it means precisely that ⇒ is reversible. The reversed map evidently obeys the

same subdivision property and therefore corresponds exactly to another matched pair, namely (T, S).

Proposition 3.12. Let (S, S) be a matched pair and S a monoid with left cancellation such that relations

M3 in (3.3) (i.e. uv.uv = uv) hold in S. Then

rS(u, v) = (uv, uv), rS : S × S → S × S

is a solution of the YBE on S. Moreover, in this case rS is bijective (so (S, rS) is a braided set) iff (S, S)

is a strong matched pair.
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Figure 1. Notation (a) and (b) subdivision property encoding the axioms of a matched
pair with ⇒ the map rT,S , and (c) Yang-Baxter equation as surface transport around a
cube

Proof. By Lemma 2.6 it is enough to verify conditions L1,R1, and LR3 on (S, rS). But ML1 is exactly

L1 on (S, rS) in view of M3, and MR1 is exactly R1 on (S, rS) again in view of the same. We need

only to verify LR3 and for this it is convenient to assume left cancellation. Then

a(uv) = (au)(au

v) =
au(au

v).(au)
au

v = auv.(au)
au

v

= a(uv.uv) = auv.a
uv

(uv)(3.28)

as required on cancelling auv. In other words LR3 is the compatibility of the matched pair actions with

the relations of S.

Moreover, if (S, S) is strong it means that rS = rS,S in the notation above is bijective. If one wants

to see this explicitly, let T = S denote the second copy (to keep it distinct). So (T, S) is also a matched

pair and we denotes its actions by very different notations . : S × T → T and / : S × T → S to keep

them distinct from the previous ones. Then r−1
S is given by r−1

S (u, a) = (u.a, u/a) where

(3.29) au.au = a, au/au = u, u.a(u/a) = u, (u.a)u/a = a

(this is for any strong matched pair). Conversely, if rS is bijective we define ., / by r−1
S and these

necessarily form a second matched pair corresponding to the reversed factorisation as explained above

with reference to Figure 1. �
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In our case we have not discussed cancellation in our monoid S(X, r) but rather Proposition 3.8 implies

LR3 on S directly and this is the version of the above which we will actually use. The other parts of the

last proof do not require the left cancellation. Also, it was already observed in [20] that the subdivision

property in Figure 1(b) implies a notion of ’surface transport’ defined by the matched pair. Fitting in

with this now is a pictorial description of the generalised Yang-Baxter equation shown in part (c) of the

figure, which holds in any category for a collection of such maps rT,S ; we require three objects (in our case

monoids) S, T, U and such ’exchange’ maps which we represent as⇒ as above. The Yang-Baxter equation

then has the interpretation that if we ’surface transport’ the edges U, T, S shown as ‘input’ around the

top and front of the cube to the output using ⇒, and keeping the plane of the surface with respect to

which the notation in Figure 1(a) is interpreted with normal outward, we get the same answer as the

going around the bottom and back of the cube with normal pointing inwards. In other words the net

’surface-holonomy’ with normal always outwards right round the cube should be the identity operation.

In this way the YBE has the interpretation of zero ’higher curvature’. This works in any category (but

not a point of view that we have seen before), but in our case fits in with the subdivision property to

imply a genuine surface-transport gauge theory. We note that it appears to be somewhat different from

ideas of 2-group gauge theory currently being proposed in the physics literature. Its categorical setting

developed elsewhere following rather the line of [16].

In such terms the conceptual basis for why (S, S) with cancellation (or rather with LR3) has a

solution of the YBE on it is then provided by the following. Note that the semigroups S are somewhat

analogous to the ‘FRT bialgebras’ A(R) in the theory of quantum groups and just as there one has[20]

that A(R) ./ A(R) → A(R), similarly we have a monoid homorphism S ./ S → S given by u.a 7→ ua

(i.e. by the product in S). In fact this is the exact content of the M3 condition. Likewise, just as one

has iterated ./s for A(R), we have:

Proposition 3.13. Let S be a monoid with M3 and LR3 with respect to a matched pair structure (S, S).

Then (S, S ./ S) form a matched pair with actions

u.av = uav, (u.a)v = u
av.av , ∀u.a ∈ S ./ S, v ∈ S

They also form a matched pair (S ./ S, S) with actions

vu.a = vua, v(u.a) = vu.v
u

a

and S ./ (S ./ S) = (S ./ S) ./ S.

Proof. We verify the first matched pair, the second is analogous. The left action here is to view a general

element u.a ∈ S ./ S as built from u, a ∈ S where we multiply them and use the given action of S on S

(we use the dot to emphasis the product in S ./ S): We have

a(uv) = auv =
auau

v =
au.au

v

so the relations in S ./ S are represented. The second equality is the relations M3 in S. We then check

that these form a matched pair:

u.a(wv) = ua(wv) = uaw ((ua)w

v) = u.aw (u
awaw

v) = uaw (u
aw.aw

v) = u.aw ((u.a)w

v)
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since the action of S on S ./ S has the same structural form as the action of S on a product in S. Going

the other way:

((u.a)(v.b))w = (uav.avb)w = (uav)(
av bw).(avb)w = u

avavbw(av)(
av bw).avbwbw

= u
avbw(av.av)

bwbw = u
avbw.(a.v)

bw.bw

((u.a)
(v.b)w)(v.b)w = (u.a)

vbw(v
bw.bw) = u

avbw.a
vbw.v

bw.bw

where (a.v)w is by definition the action of w on (av.av). To have equality of these expressions we require

(a.v)w = a
vw.vw for all w, i.e.

(av.av)w ≡ (av)(
av

w).avw = a
vw.vw = (a

vw)(vw).(a(vw vw) = (a
vw)(vw).avw

which holds if we assume LR3 in S. The other matched pair is similar and requires the same assumption.

That the two matched pairs give the same product on S × S × S is a matter of direct computation of

the products in the two cases, one readily verifies that they give the same on reducing all expressions to

S × S × S in the obvious way. �

Now, the operation rS : S × S → S × S expresses reordering of two factors: the value in S × S read

on the left and bottom is transported to the value read on the top and right by ⇒ in Figure 1(a) (here

S = T ), an equality a.u = au.au in S ./ S. Similarly working within the above triple factorisation and

calling the three copies of S as S, T, U to keep them distinct, the ‘input’ of the Yang-Batxer cube in

Figure 1(b) is a reverse-ordered expression in S ./ T ./ U . Each⇒ is a reordering and the ‘output’ of the

cube is the canonically ordered expression. Since as each stage the same elements in the triple product

are involved, we have the same result going around the front or around the back of the cube, i.e. the

Yang-Baxter equation for rS holds. This is geometric reason for the result above.

We can now specialise these results to our monoids S(X, r);

Theorem 3.14. Let (X, r) be a braided set, let S = S(X, r) = 〈X ;<(r)〉 be the associated semigroup, with

a left and a right actions ( )• : S×S −→ S and •( ) : S×S −→ S, defined as above. Let rS : S×S −→ S×S

be the map defined as

rS(u, v) = (uv, uv).

Then (S, rS) is a braided set, i.e. a set-theoretic solution of the Yang-Baxter equation. We call it the

semigroup solution induced from (X, r).

Proof. We have constructed (S, S) in this case above. Thus, we have shown that the left and right

actions ( )• : X×X −→ X and •( ) : X×X −→ X induced by r can be extended to left and right actions

•( ) : S×S −→ S and • : S ×S −→ S of S onto itself, see Proposition 3.6. By construction these actions

respect the grading of S. Clearly ML0 and MR0 are satisfied. Furthermore Propositions 3.3, 3.4, and

3.6 imply that the left action satisfies conditions ML1, ML2, and the right action satisfies MR1, MR2.

It follows then that (S, S) is a (graded) matched pair.

Next, Proposition 3.7 proves the required M3 relations in S, Proposition 3.8 implies LR3 on S

directly. Hence as in the preceding proposition we conclude (S, rS) solves the YBE. For bijectivity of
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rS we consider (X, r−1) (that r is bijective is our convention throughout the paper) and consruct a

matched pair (T, S) (where T = S) using our previous results applied to (X, r−1). Thus, we define ., /

by r−1(x, y) = (x.y, x/y). One may then prove inductively with respect to the grading that these obey

(3.29) and hence provide the inverse of rS . Thus, suppose these equations for all a, u of given degrees

and also for x of degree 1 in the role of a. Then

xau.(xa)u = x(au).(x
auau) = x(au).x(au).(x(au)/x(au)).au = x.(au.au) = xa

xau/(xa)u = (x(au)/x(au))/au = au/au = u

using that both sets of actions form matched pairs and the assumptions. Similarly for the other cases.

At the lowest level (3.29) holds as r−1 is inverse to r. �

We are also in a position to prove the converse:

Theorem 3.15. Let (X, r) be bijective, 2-cancellative, and let S = S(X, r) be the associated semigroup,

graded by length. Then (S, S) is a graded matched pair if and only if (X, r) is a set-theoretic solution of

the Yang-Baxter equation.

Proof. The forward direction is covered above, we have a graded matched pair (S, S) as explained in

the proof of the preceding theorem, where the grading is by length. Conversely, suppose (S, S) is a

graded matched pair with the grading of S by length. Then, by definition, we have left and right actions

•( ) : S × S −→ S and • : S × S −→ S of S onto itself, which satisfy ML1, MR1, ML2, MR2. Since

the actions are compatible with the grading, one has

xy ∈ X, and xy ∈ X, for all x, y ∈ X.

Now we define the map r : X ×X −→ X ×X as

r(x, y) := (xy, xy).

Conditions ML1, MR1 restricted on X are simply L1, R1. For L2,R2 or LR3 we have (3.28) restricted

to X , i.e.

xyz.(xy)
xy

z = xyz.x
yz

(yz).

This implies (xy)
xy

z = xyz.x
yz

(yz), since S has cancellation on monomials of length 2 (see Proposition

2.13). �

4. Matched pair approach to extensions of solutions

In this section we study extensions of solutions and their relations with matched pairs of semigroups.

We recall first some definitions from [2].

Definition 4.1. [2] Let (Z, r) be a non-degenerate solution of the YBE. X ⊆ Z is an r-invariant subset

of Z if the restriction rX = r|X2 is a bijection: rX : X2 −→ X2. Z is a union of two invariant subsets

X, Y , if X
⋂

Y = ∅, and Z = X
⋃

Y as a set. In this case Z is a decomposable solution.
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Definition 4.2. More generally, let (X, rX ) and (Y, rY ) be disjoint quadratic sets (i.e. with bijective maps

rX : X ×X −→ X ×X, rY : Y ×Y −→ Y ×Y ). Let (Z, r) be a set with a bijection r : Z×Z −→ Z×Z.

We say that (Z, r) is a (general) extension of (X, rX), (Y, rY ), if Z = X
⋃

Y as sets, and r extends the

maps rX and rY , i.e. r|X2 = rX , and r|Y 2 = rY . Clearly in this case X, Y are r-invariant subsets of Z.

Remark 4.3. In the assumption of the above definition, suppose (Z, r) is a non-degenerate extension of

(X, rX ), (Y, rY ). Then the equalities r(x, y) = (xy, xy), r(y, x) = (yx, yx), and the non-degeneracy of r,

rX , rY imply that

yx, xy ∈ X, and xy, yx ∈ Y, for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y.

Therefore, r induces bijective maps

(4.1) ρ : Y ×X −→ X × Y, and σ : X × Y −→ Y ×X,

and left and right “actions”

(4.2) ( )• : Y ×X −→ X, •( ) : Y ×X −→ Y, induced from ρ

(4.3) . : X × Y −→ Y, / : X × Y −→ X, induced from σ.

Clearly, the 4-tuple of maps (rX , rY , ρ, σ) uniquely determine the extension r. The map r is also uniquely

determined by rX , rY , and the maps (4.2), (4.3).

However, if we do not assume (Z, r) non-degenerate, there is no guarantee that r induces maps as (4.1),

neither actions (4.2), (4.3). For example, given non-degenerate (X, rX), and (Y, yY ), let Z = X
⋃

Y .

Define r : Z × Z −→ Z × Z as r(x1, x2) := rX (x1, x2), x1, x2 ∈ X , r(y1, y2) := rY (y1, y2), for all

y1, y2 ∈ Y and

r(y, x) := (y, x); r(x, y) := (x, y), for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y.

Then r is a bijective map, and (Z, r) is an extension. Moreover, if (X, rX), and (Y, yY ), obey YBE, then

r also obeys YBE, but clearly, r does not induces maps (4.1), nor actions (4.2), (4.3).

If we want to assure the existence of such maps, (we need them if we want to apply the theory of strong

matched pairs), but not assuming necessarily the bijection r to be non-degenerate, we should consider

only regular extensions (Z, r), which are defined below.

Definition 4.4. In notation as above, a (general) extension (Z, r) of (X, rX), (Y, rY ) is a regular extension

if r is bijective, and the restrictions r|Y ×X and r|X×Y have the shape

r|Y ×X : Y ×X −→ X × Y, r|X×Y = (r|Y ×X)−1 : X × Y −→ Y ×X.

(Z, r) is a YB-extension of (X, rX), (Y, rY ) if r obeys YBE.

It follows from the definition that each regular extension (Z, r) satisfies

(r ◦ r)|Y ×X = id|Y ×X , (r ◦ r)|X×Y = id|X×Y ,

but r is not necessarily involutive on X ×X, neither on Y × Y.
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Definition 4.5. Each pair of solutions (X, rX), (Y, rY ), together with a pair of a left and a right actions

(4.4) Y • : Y ×X −→ X, •X : Y ×X −→ Y

determine uniquely a regular extension (Z, r), called the regular extension, associated with the ground

actions Y •, •X . It also determines uniquely the accompanying actions :

. : X × Y −→ Y, X ←− X × Y : /

defined via r−1 and satisfying

(4.5) αx.αx = α, αx/αx = x, x.α(x/α) = x, (x.α)x/α = α.

The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 4.6. In notation as above, let (Z, r) be a regular extension of (X, rX), (Y, rY ). Then

(1) r is 2-cancellative iff rX , and rY are 2-cancellative;

(2) r is involutive iff rX , and rY are involutive;

(3) r is square-free iff rX , and rY are square-free.

Conventions 4.7. Till the end of the section we shall assume that (X, rX ), (Y, rY ) are arbitrary disjoint

solutions, where rX , rY are bijective maps (not necessarily involutive, non-degenerate, or finite) with

Yang-Baxter semigroups respectively S = S(X, rX ), T = S(Y, rY ). Any additional restriction on the

solutions will be mentioned explicitly.

We shall consider only regular extensions (Z, r) of (X, rX), (Y, rY ). So in all cases when we assume

that the ground actions (4.4) are given, we also assume that the associated map r they determine is a

bijection.

Furthermore, assuming the actions (4.4) are given, we also deduce automatically a left action of Y on

X2 and a right action of X on Y 2 defined as

αxy := αx.α
x

y, (αβ)x := α
βxβx, for all x, y ∈ X, α, β ∈ Y.

For convenience we shall use notation x, y, z, for the elements of X, α, β, γ for the elements of Y, u, v, w

will denote elements of S, or in 〈X〉 but if there is ambiguity we shall indicate exactly which semigroup

is considered, similarly, a, b, c will denote elements of T, respectively 〈Y 〉.

We now study under what conditions on the actions (4.4) a (general) regular extension (Z, r) of the

solutions (X, rX), (Y, rY ) is a YB-extension.

4.1. Matched pair extensions. First of all, let (Z, r) be an YB-extension of (X, rX), (Y, rY ). Let

U = S(Z, r) be the YB semigroup of Z, and (U, rU ) be the semigroup solution, induced from (Z, r), see

Theorem 3.14. As we have seen in Section 3, the ”ground” left and right actions ( )• : Z ×Z −→ Z, •( ) :

Z × Z −→ Z induced by r extend uniquely to left and right actions

( )• : U × U −→ U, •( ) : U × U −→ U,
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which respect the grading and make (U, U) a graded strong matched pair, see Theorem 3.15. (Note that

its proof in this direction does not need the assumption that r is 2-cancellative). It is not difficult to see

that these induce left and right actions:

(4.6) T • : T × S −→ S, and •S : T × S −→ T,

and accompanying actions

(4.7) . : S × T −→ T, and S ←− S × T : /

which make (S, T ) a graded strong matched pair. Hence the following proposition is true.

Proposition 4.8. Let (X, rX ), (Y, rY ) be disjoint solutions, with YB-semigroups, respectively S and T .

Let (Z, r) be a regular YB- extension of (X, rX), (Y, rY ), with a YB-semigroup U . Then (S, T ), is a

graded strong matched pair with actions (4.6) and (4.7) induced from the matched pair (U, U).

The following theorem gives a global description of the nature of extensions of this type.

Theorem 4.9. Let (S, S), (T, T ) be matched pairs of monoids with property M3 and suppose that (S, T )

is a strong matched pair with S, T having cancellations. Then there is a matched pair (S ./ T, S ./ T )

extending these if and only if we have the L1,R1-type identities

av

(av

u) = a(vu), (ab)u = (a
bu)bu

for all u, v ∈ S, a, b ∈ T . Moreover, in this case the extension is unique with actions

(v.b)(u.a) = v(bu).(v
bu.bu

a), (v.b)(u.a) = (v
bu/bu

a).(bu)a,

and M3 holds for S ./ T . We use the notations of Section 3 where (to avoid confusion) ., / are a different

notation for the (T, S) matched pair.

Proof. We begin by noting that if the actions in the initial matched pairs extend, they must have the

form stated. Thus

v(u.a) = vu(vu.a), b(u.a) = bu.b
u

a

are the only possible definitions for the actions of S, T , which implies the form shown for (v.b)(ua). That

these are separately well-defined actions of S, T follows from

b(c(ua) = b(cu.c
u

a) = b(cu).b
cucu

a = bcu.(bc)
u

a = bc(u.a)

and a similar computation for ., using only that the initial matched pair data. Similarly for the right

actions on (u.a). Also note that if these do form a matched pair, then

(vb)(ua) = v.bu.bu.a = v(bu)(v
bu)(bu

a)(bu)a = v(bu).(v
bu.bu

a).(v
bu/bu

a).(bv)a

= (vb)(ua)(vb)(ua).

i.e. M3 holds also as stated.

Next, let us note that if the L1,R1-type conditions are in force then S, T cancellative implies the

following LR3-type conditions:

LR3a : (au)(
au

v) = (a
uv)(uv), LR3b : (ab)(

ab
u) = (a

bu)(bu)
LR3c : (u.a)(u/a).b = (u/ab).ab, LR3d : vu/(vu.a) = v/(u.a)(u/a)
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for all u, v ∈ S, a, b ∈ T . Thus

a(uv) = a(uv.uv) = a(uv).(a
uv)(uv)

= au.a
u

v =
au(au

v).(au)(
au

v)

so if we assume the L1-type condition stated and left cancellation in S we will have LR3a above.

Similarly for LR3b using R1. For the other two, let us note that given the M3 relations in T , LR3b is

equivalent to rT,S(a, u) ≡ (au, au) being invariant under the left action of T defined as b(a, u) = (ba, ba

u)

and b(u, a) = (bu, bu

a). Hence it is equivalent to r−1(u, a) = (u.a, u/a) likewise invariant, part of which

is the first of

(4.8) bu.bu

a = b(u.a), (u/a)v = u
av/av.

The second half similarly follows under M3 in S from the LR3a-assumption. Next we note that in view

of (3.29) we can let u′ = bu, b′ = bu and recover b = u′.b′, u = u′/b′. Then dropping the primes, the first

of (4.8) is equivalent to the first of conditions L1’,R1’:

(4.9) u.ba = u.b(u/b).a), uv/a = (u/(v.a))v/a.

Similarly for the other half. In the case of S, T cancelative we therefore have LR3c, LR3d. In any case

we shall assume these LR3-type conditions and will also use the equivalent (4.8) that we have proven in

passing.

We are now ready to construct the matched pair. First if all, since we will need it anyway (it is part

of the matched pair axioms that we have to prove) let us check that v ∈ S, b ∈ T acting on S ./ T as

above indeed form a representation of S ./ T . This requires

b(v(u.a)) = b(vu.(vu.a)) = b(vu).b
vu

(vu.a) = b(vu)b
vu

(vu).b
vu.vu

a

= M3,L1

bv(bv

u).b
vu

(vu).bvu

a = LR3a

bv(bv

u).(bv)(
bv

u).bvu

a

=
bv.bv

(u.a) = bv(u.a)

as required. We used (4.8) for the third equality, and later on M3 in S. Similarly S ./ T acts on itself

from the right by an analogous proof. We will use the latter below for the half that we verify.

For the rest one can either similarly proceed by very involved direct computation or use the subdivision

form of the matched pair axioms explained in Figure 1(a), which we do. In our case the action of S ./ T

on itself is given in terms of its composite matched pair actions in Figure 2(a). By definition it consists

of composing the four actions in our initial data according to the same ’transport’ rules, namely that

the action takes place as the element is taken through the box (to the top or to the right). That this

composite could also be viewed as a vertical composite of two rectangular boxes or horizontal composition

of two rectangular boxes is merely a restatement of the definitions, i.e. these instances of the matched

pair axioms hold by definition as explained above.

Next in Figure 2(b) we look at a different composition of four boxes which will be needed in part (c).

They are the two columns in part (a) in reverse order. By the above remark we can group the four boxes

as a horizontal composition of two rectangular ones as shown and with result as marked along the top
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Figure 2. Proof that extension forms a matched pair. (a) definition of extended actions,
(b) composite needed, (c) horizontal subdivision property proven

and right edge, a restatement of the definitions. On the other hand we can group the four as a vertical

composition as shown in the middle of part (b). Then

ba.b
a

w =
ba(ba

w).(ba)
ba

w =LR3 (baw).b
aw

(aw) = b(aw.aw) = b(aw)

verifies that the lower two boxes in the middle of Figure 2(b) group as shown with top line b(aw). The

right edge is clearly (ba)w ≡ b(aw). Similarly the upper two boxes, if aw were to appear on their base,

would give top line

(v.a).v/aw = (v.aw.aw).v/(aw.aw)(aw/aw) = LR3(v(aw).(v
aw.aw))(v(aw)/(v

aw.aw))

= v(aw).v
aw.aw ≡ v(aw.aw) = v(aw)

using (3.29) in the first step and the relations in S ./ T in both directions. For the right hand edge

we obtain more easily (v/a)w ≡ vaw. Thus these rectangular boxes combine to boxes operating as

expected for v, b acting on and acted upon by whatever is on their base. We can therefore compute

the 4-box composite in two ways. From the first expession in part (b) we see that its right edge is

((vb)a)w ≡ (vb)aw . From the middle expression in part (b) using the results just found, we see that its

top is v(b(aw)) ≡ vb(aw). We see that the composite in part (b) gives vb acting on and acted upon by

aw (which was not obvious as the action on aw was defined in part (a) only in the different order).
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Finally, we are ready for the horizontal subdivision property, with proof shown in part (c) of the

figure as 8 boxes (we will do this case, the vertical one is similar). As explained above, the left column

immediately combines to give v(bu) = vbu above and v
bu.bu = (v.b)u to the right, by the definitions of

these actions above. The right hand column similarly combines to give v(b)c if v.b were to appear on its

left, and (v.b)c on its right, by definition of these actions. The middle four boxes operate as computed in

part (b). Therefore we can read off the top line in part (c), and we require this to give the action without

subdivision, i.e.

(4.10) vbu.(vb)u

(aw).(vb)uaw

c = vb(uawc)

where the above action of the middle four boxes, applied to (v.b)u entering its left, gives (v.b)u

(aw) on top

and (v.b)uaw on top to its right. The right hand two boxes therefore give (v.b)uaw

c on top and (v.b)uawc

on the right (as required). It remains to verify the top line as above. To do this it suffices to replace aw

by some other w′a′. Since there are arbitary we drop the primes. Then

vbu . (vb)u

(wa) = v(bu).v
bu

(bu

w).v
bu.b

u
w.buw

a = v(b(uw)).v
b(uw).buw

a = v.b((uw).a)

using the definitions and the initial matched pair data. Similary for the last step writing ua in place of

uaw (since the elements are abritary) we have

vb(ua).(vb)ua

c = v(bu)(v
bu.bu

a)((v
bu/bu

a).(bu)a

c)

= v(bu)(v
bu.(bu

a.(b
u)a

c)) = v(bu)(v
bu.bu

(ac)) = vb(u(ac))

using the definitions and the initial matched pair assumptions. This proves (4.10) and completes our

proof of the horizontal subdivision property. The vertical one is strictly analogous with the roles of left

and right actions interchanged. This completes the proof that we indeed obtain a matched pair.

Conversely, that b, v give an action on u ∈ S is b(vu) = (bv.bv)u ≡
bv(bv

u) (by the definition of the

action of S ./ T ). Hence the L1 condition stated is necessary to have a matched pair. Similarly for the

other half. �

Note that when we apply these results to graded matched pairs, as in Section 3, we do not really need

to have cancellations in the semigroup, we can assume the LR3a-LR3d conditions in the proof directly

(the rest of the above proof does not use the cancellation). In this case (by considering rT,S or its inverse

as morphisms for suitable left and right actions of S, T along the same lines as above) and assuming M3

for S, T , we deduce the four L1,R1,L1’,R1’ conditions in the theorem and (4.9). Hence the matched

pair extension proceeds if we want assuming LR3a-LR3d alone and in a category of monoids obeying

M3,LR3.

In our setting above, if S, T are cancellative and if the actions are by bijections (i.e. the nondegenerate

case) then S ./ T is also cancellative (this is follows easily from the definition of the product in S ./ T ).

Hence we have an solution of the YBE on S ./ T ,

rS./T (v.b, u.a) = (v(bu).(v
bu.bu

a), (v
bu/bu

a).(bu)a)
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from the theorem. If we denote by r the various rS,S , rT,T , rT,S associated to (S, S), (T, T ), (S, T ) and by

r−1 = (rT,S)−1, then this expression can be factorised in terms of these as

(4.11) rS./T = r−1
23 ◦ r34 ◦ r12 ◦ r23 : S × T × S × T → S × T × S × T

where the suffices denote which factors of S × T × S × T are acted upon. This is the explicit formula

for the extension in terms of the initial solutions rS = rS,S , rT = rT,T and the strong matched pair data

expressed in rT,S .

Example 4.10. If (S, rS) is a matched pair solution of the YBE on S, then it has a canonical ‘quantum

double’ (S ./ S, rS./S), given by the above with r = rS . We assume S has M3 and is cancellative.

The L1,R1-type conditions in the theorem then hold automatically as the actions are both given by

the action of S on itself and we find that S ./ S is also M3. Note that this is exactly analogous to

the construction of a quasitriangular structure or ‘doubled braiding’ on A(R) ./ A(R) as a version of

Drinfeld’s quantum double, see [20]. In the case of S given by a braided set (X, r), it corresponds to the

braided set (X tX, rD) where rD is given by the same formula as the right hand side of (4.11) on X4.

4.2. Construction of rZ . The preceding results provide the general picture. Theorem 3.15 tells us

that rZ obeys the YBE when constructed in this form of a matched pair extension (U, U), and we have

also seen that essentially this form is forced on us for any extension with nice properties. However, in

order to see this more explicitly and in order to make the minimal assumptions, we now look at the

situation directly: what minimal assumptions should be imposed on the ground actions so that they can

be extended to matched pair actions for (S, T ), and what additional minimal assumptions are needed for

rZ to obey the YBE. We will give explicit forms for these conditions. We will also provide some examples

based on small sets.

Theorem 4.11. Let (X, rX), (Y, rY ) be disjoint solutions, with associated semigroups S, and T . Suppose

a left and a right actions are given:

Y • : Y ×X −→ X, (α, x) 7→ αx, •X : Y ×X −→ Y, (α, x) 7→ αx,

such that the associated extension (Z, r) is bijective. Then (S, T ) is a graded strong matched pair with

actions

T • : T × S −→ S, (a, u) 7→ au •S : T × S −→ T, (a, u) 7→ au,

extending respectively Y • and •X , if and only if the following conditions are in force:

L1a : α(βx) =
αβ(αβ

x), R1a : (αx)y = (α
xy)xy

L2a : α(rX (xy)) = rX (α(xy)) holds in S R2a : (rY (αβ))
x

= rY ((αβ)
x
) holds in T

for all x, y ∈ X, α, β ∈ Y

Proof. Assume (S, T ) is a graded strong matched pair. Then since the matching actions are graded,

conditions ML1, and MR1, restricted on X, Y give straightforward the identities L1a, R1a .

The left action of T on S is graded, and agrees with the relations on S, therefore xy = zt in S

implies a(xy) = a(zt) in S, for all a in T. Clearly xy = r(xy) in S for all x, y ∈ S. Hence L2a comes
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straightforward from the following equalities in S2

(4.12) α(r(xy)) = α(xy) = r(α(xy))

for all x, y ∈ X, α ∈ Y. Similarly we deduce R2a. It follows then that L1a, R1a, L2a, R2a are

necessary conditions.

Next we show that these conditions are also sufficient. Hence we now assume that the conditions L1a,

R1a, L2a, R2a are satisfied. We follow a strategy similar to the one in Section 3 to extend the actions

on the generating sets to actions of a strong matched pair (S, T ). Under the assumptions of the theorem

we shall prove several statements. The procedure is parallel to the one in Section 3 and we omit those

proofs that are essentially the same.

Thus, as a first approximation we extend the ground actions Y • and •X , to a left action of T onto 〈X〉,

T • : T × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉, and a right action of S onto 〈Y 〉, •S : 〈Y 〉 × S −→ 〈Y 〉. Note that L1a implies

straightforwardly a left action of T on X, and R1a implies a right action of S on Y defined the usual

way. Clearly (ab)x = a(bx), and α(uv) = (αu)v , for all x ∈ X, α ∈ Y, u, v ∈ S, a, b ∈ T.

Step 1. We define recursively a left “action”

(4.13) Y • : Y × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉

via αxu := αxαx

u (assuming that the actions αv are defined for all α ∈ Y , and all v ∈ Xn, with n =| v |.

Analogously we define a right action

(4.14) •X : 〈Y 〉 ×X −→ 〈Y 〉

via aβx := a
βxβx.

To be sure that these actions are well defined we need the following lemma. It is verified by an

argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. We consider equalities of monomials in the free semigroups

〈X〉, and 〈Y 〉.

Lemma 4.12. The following conditions hold: a) ML2 holds for Y “acting” (on the left) on 〈X〉, that

is:

(4.15) α(uv) = (αu).(αu

v) for all α ∈ Y, u, v ∈ 〈X〉, |u|, |v| ≥ 1.

b) MR2 holds for X “acting” (on the right) on 〈Y 〉, that is:

(4.16) (ab)x = (a
bx)bx for all x ∈ X, a, b ∈ 〈Y 〉, |a|, |b| ≥ 1.

So the left and the right “actions” (4.13), (4.14) are well defined.

Step 2. We extend the “actions” (4.13), (4.14) to a left action of T onto 〈X〉, and a right action of S

onto 〈Y 〉.

Lemma 4.13. The actions α•, on 〈X〉 and •x on 〈Y 〉 extend to a•, and •u for arbitrary monomials

a ∈ T, u ∈ S, that is to left and right actions

T • : T × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉, and •S : 〈Y 〉 × S −→ 〈Y 〉.
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These actions obey

ML1 : abu = a(bu) is an equality in 〈X〉, for all u ∈ 〈X〉, a, b ∈ T.

MR1 : auv = (au)v is an equality in 〈Y 〉, for all a ∈ 〈Y 〉, u, v ∈ S.

Proof. It will be enough to show that the following equalities hold:

(4.17) L1 for T 〈X〉 : α(βu) =
αβ(αβ

u) for all α, β ∈ Y, u ∈ 〈X〉.

(4.18) R1 on 〈Y 〉S : (ax)y = (a
xy)xy

for all x, y ∈ X, u ∈ 〈X〉.

(4.17) is proven by induction on | u |= n. By hypothesis (4.17) holds for | u |= 1, which gives the base

for induction. Assume (4.17) is true for all u ∈ Xn. Let u ∈ Xn+1. Then u = tv, with t ∈ X , v ∈ Xn.

Consider the equalities:

(4.19) α(βu) = α(βtv) =(4.15) = α((βt).(βt

v)) =(4.15) (α(βt))(α
β t

(βt

v))

(4.20) =inductive ass. (α(βt))(((α
βt).(βt))v) =(4.16) (α(βt))((αβ)t

v).

We have shown

(4.21) α(βu) = (αβt)((αβ)t

v) = w1.

Similarly, we obtain:

(4.22)
αβ(αβ

u) = (
αβ(αβ

t))((
αβ.αβ)t

v) = w2.

Now

αβ(αβ

t) = αβt : by L1a

(αβ.αβ)t = (αβ)
t
: by R2a

Therefore, the last two equalities and (4.22) imply
αβ(αβ

u) = α(βu). This verifies (4.17).

Now the equality

(α1...αk)u := α1(...(αk−1 (αku))..)

gives a well defined left action T × 〈X〉 −→ 〈X〉 , which satisfies ML1.

The proof of (4.18) is analogous. So the right action 〈Y 〉×S −→ 〈Y 〉 is also well defined, and satisfies

MR1. �

The following lemma is analogous to Proposition 3.4 and is proven by similar argument.

Lemma 4.14. The following conditions hold.

ML2 : a(uv) = (au).((a
u)v), is an equality in 〈X〉 for all a ∈ T, u, v ∈ 〈X〉.

and

MR2 : (ab)u = (a
bu).(bu) is an equality in 〈Y 〉 for all a, b ∈ 〈Y 〉, u ∈ S.
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So far we have extended the actions Y X, and XY to actions T 〈X〉 and 〈Y 〉S .

Step 3. We will show next that these actions respect the relations in S, T , and therefore they induce

naturally left and right actions ( )• : T × S −→ S, and •( ) : T × S −→ T . We need analogues of Lemma

3.5, and Proposition 3.6. For these analogues we use slightly different arguments.

Lemma 4.15. Condition L2a is equivalent to the following

(4.23) xy = zt in S2 =⇒ α(xy) = α(zt) in S2 for all x, y, z, t ∈ X, α ∈ Y.

Proof. Indeed, (4.23)=⇒ L2a, since clearly r(xy) = xy in S, so by (4.23), α(r(xy)) = αxy in S, which

together with the evident equality αxy = r(αxy) in S, imply α(r(xy)) = r(αxy). Conversely, assume L2a

holds, and let xy = zt in S2. Remind that all equalities in S2 come straightforward from the defining

relations <(r), therefore there exists a positive integer k, such that zt = rk(xy), or xy = rk(zt). (We do

not assume r is necessarily of finite order.) W.l.g. we can assume zt = rk(xy). Suppose now α ∈ Y. The

following equalities hold in S:

α(zt) = α(rk(xy)) =L2a r(α(rk−1(x.y))) = · · · = rk(α(xy)) = α(xy),

hence L2a =⇒ (4.23). �

Lemma 4.16. The following implications hold.

(i) [xy = zt in S2] =⇒ [a(xy) = a(zt) in S2], for all x, y, z, t ∈ X, a ∈ T.

(ii) [αβ = γδ in T 2] =⇒ [(αβ)u = (γδ)u in T 2], for all α, β, γ, δ ∈ Y, u ∈ S.

Proof. We shall prove (i), the proof of (ii) is analogous. We use induction on | a | . (4.23) gives the base

for the induction. Assume (i) is true for all a, with | a |= n. Consider:

aβ(xy) = a(β(xy)) : by ML1

= a(β(zt)) : by (4.23), and the inductive assumption

= aβ(zt) : by ML1.

�

Corollary 4.17. The actions ( )• : T × S −→ S, and ( )• : T × S −→ T are well defined.

Proof. It will be enough to verify:

xy = zt is an equality in S2 =⇒ auxyv = auztv is an equality in S

for all x, y, z, t ∈ X, u, v ∈ S, a ∈ T.

By Lemma 4.14 the following are equalities in 〈X〉:

(4.24) auxyv = (au)(au

xy)(auxy

v), auxyv = (au)(au

zt)(auzt

v).

Now the equality xy = zt in S implies au

xy = au

zt in S (by Lemma 4.16), and a(uxy) = a(uzt) in 〈Y 〉

(by MR1), so replacing these in (4.24) we obtain auxyv = auztv holds in S. It follows then that for any

w1, w2 ∈ S, and any a ∈ T , one has

w1 = w2 holds in S =⇒ aw1 = aw2holds in S.
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Hence the left action of T on S is well defined. Similar argument verifies that the right action of S on T

is also well defined. �

It follows from Lemmas 4.13, 4.14 that the actions obey ML1, MR1, ML2, MR2. (Clearly, an

equality of words u = v in 〈X〉 implies u = v as elements of S, and an equality of words a = b in 〈Y 〉

implies a = b as elements of T ). �

Corollary 4.18. Let (X, rX ), (Y, rY ) be disjoint solutions, with associated semigroups S, and T . Then

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all regular extensions (Z, r) satisfying the condi-

tions L1a, R1a, L2a, R2a, and the set of all matched-pairings of S, T (i.e. the set of all actions T •, •S

which make (S, T ) a graded strong matched pair of monoids.) In particular, if the matched pair (S, T ) is

given then it uniquely determines a regular extension (Z, r), with conditions L1a, R1a, L2a, R2a, and

vice versa.

Lemma 4.19. Let (X, rX ), (Y, rY ) be disjoint solutions, with associated semigroups S, and T . Let (Z, r)

be a regular extension, with associated semigroup U = S(Z, r). (We do not assume (Z, r) a solution of

YBE). Suppose U has cancellation on monomials of length 3. Then

(i) L1a⇐⇒ R2a; R1a⇐⇒ L2a;

(ii) L1a,R1a⇐⇒ L2a,R2a⇐⇒ [r induces matched pair actions for (S, T )].

Proof. Let x, y ∈ X, α ∈ Y. Consider the the diagram (4.25).

(4.25)

αxy
idZ×r
−−−−→ α(xyxy)

r×idZ





y





y

r×idZ

(αxαx)y [α(xy)α
xy]xy

idZ×r





y





y

idZ×r

αx[α
x

y(αx)y ] [α(xy)][α
xy

(xy)][(α
xy)

xy

] = W1

r×idZ





y

[
αx(αx

y)][(αx)
αx

y
][(αx)y ] = W2

All monomials in this diagram belong to the orbit of the monomial αxy ∈ Z3, under the action of the

group D(r). We know that each two monomials in this orbit are equal as elements of S(Z, r). Hence

W1 = W2 in S. The following are equalities in 〈X〉.

(4.26) [α(xy)][α
xy

(xy)] = α(xy.xy) = α(rX (xy)),

(4.27) [
αx(αx

y)][(αx)
αx

y] = r(αx.α
x

y) = rX(α(xy)).

Therefore W1 = W2, and (4.26), (4.27) imply

(4.28) [α(rX (xy))][(α
xy)

xy

] = [rX(α(xy))][(αx)y]

is an equality in U3. By assumption U has cancellation on monomials of length 3, so (4.28) yields

R1a⇐⇒ L2a.
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Analogous argument for a diagram starting with αβx gives

L1a⇐⇒ R2a.

This proves (i). The implications in (ii) follow immediately from (i) and Theorem 4.11. �

We introduce now additional L1, R1, L2, R2,-like conditions which are in force when the extension

(Z, r) obeys YBE, see Theorem 4.21.

Definition 4.20.

L1b : α(xy) =
αx(αx

y), R1b : (αβ)x = (α
βx)βx

,
L2b : α(rX (xy)) = rX (α(xy)) in 〈X〉, R2b : (rY (αβ))

x
= rY ((αβ)

x
) in 〈Y 〉,

for all x, y ∈ X, α, β ∈ Y.

Note that L1b links the two left actions αx, and xy, analogously R1b links the actions αβ , βx. There is

no explicit relation between the conditions L1a and L1b, nor between R1a, and R1b. Clearly, conditions

L2b, R2b are stronger versions of L2a, R2a, and L2b =⇒ L2a, R2b =⇒ R2a.

Theorem 4.21. Let (X, rX ), (Y, rY ) be disjoint solutions, with associated semigroups S, and T . Let

(Z, r) be a regular (general) extension, with associated semigroup U = S(Z, r). Then

(1) (Z, r) obeys YBE if and only if conditions L1a, R1a, L2b, R2b hold.

(2) Suppose rX , and rY are 2-cancellative and U has cancellation on monomials of length 3. Then

(Z, r) obeys YBE iff conditions L1a, R1a, L1b, R1b hold.

Proof. We have already noted the equalities (4.26) and (4.27) in 〈X〉 so L2b holds if and only if

(4.29) [α(xy)][α
xy

(xy)] = [
αx(αx

y)][(αx)
αx

y
]

is an equality in 〈X〉 (and L2a holds if and only if (4.29) holds in S). So clearly we have first half of:

(4.30) L2b⇐⇒ L1b,LR3′, R2b⇐⇒ L1b,LR3′′,

where

LR3′ : α
xy

(xy) = (αx)
αx

y; LR3′′ : (αβ)
αβ

x = α
βx

(βx)

for all x, y ∈ X, α, β ∈ Y. The other half is similar.

Now we shall prove (1). We look at the diagram (4.25). It shows that for every choice of x, y ∈ X, α ∈ Y

one has:

r12r23r12(αxy) = r23r12r23(αxy)⇐⇒W1 = W2 ⇐⇒ L2b,R1a

If we look at the ”Yang-Baxter” diagram with the monomial αβx on the left top, we will find that

r12r23r12(αβx) =
αβ(αβ

x).(r(αβ))
x
,

r23r12r23(αβx) = α(βx).r((αβ)x).

Then clearly

r12r23r12(αβx) = r23r12r23(αβx) in Z3 ⇐⇒
αβ(αβ

x) = α(βx), and (r(αβ))
x

= r((αβ)x) in Y 2.

Therefore

r12r23r12(αβx) = r23r12r23(αβx) in Z3 ⇐⇒ L1a,R2b
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We have shown that conditions L1a, R1a, L2b, R2b are necessary for r to obey YBE.

We will verify now that they are also sufficient. Assume L1a, R1a, L2b, R2b hold. We have to

verify

(4.31) r12r23r12(ω) = r23r12r23(ω),

for all monomials ω ∈ Z. Six cases are possible:

(i) ω ∈ X3; (ii) ω ∈ Y 3;
(iii) ω = αxy ∈ Y ×X ×X ; (iv) ω = αβx ∈ Y × Y ×X ;
(v) ω = xαy ∈ X × Y ×X ; (vi) ω = αxβ ∈ Y ×X × Y.

By assumption r is an extension of rX and rY , therefore the braid relation holds in the first two cases.

We have verified it also in the cases (iii) and (iv). Cases (v) and (vi) are analogous, and we leave (vi) to

the reader.

We will show now that (4.31) is true in the case (v). Let ω = xαy. In our assumption r is a regular

extension, so it’s restriction on r|Y ×X : Y × X −→ Y × X is an involutive bijection. Then there exist

unique pair β, z, so that r(βz) = xα. Furthermore, r(xα) = βz. We want to show

A = r12r23r12(xαy) = r23r12r23(xαy) = B

holds in Z3

Consider the equalities:

(4.32) A = r12r23r12(xαy) = r12r23(r(xα)y) = r12r23(βzy)

(4.33) B = r23r12r23(xαy) = r23r12r23(r(βz)y) = r23r12r23r12(βzy).

But monomial βzy is of type (iii) so the braid relation holds and we have

r12r23r12(βzy) = r23r12r23(βzy)

Therefore, replacing this in (4.33) we obtain

B = r23r23r12r23(βzy).

We need a simple computation now:

r12r23(βzy) = r12(β(zyzy)) = [β(zy)).(β)
zy].zy = uγv,

where u, v ∈ X, γ ∈ Y . It follows then, using the involutiveness on r on the set Y ×X that

B = r23r23[r12r23(βzy)] = r23r23(uγv) = u(r ◦ r(γv)) = (uγv) = r12r23(βzy) = A.

Therefore (4.31) holds for all ω ∈ Z, which verifies (1).

Finally, under the hypothesis of the theorem we shall prove the following lemma, which combined with

(1) immediately proves (2). �

Lemma 4.22. Suppose rX , rY are 2-cancellative. Then there are equivalences:

L2a,L1b⇐⇒ L2b, and R2a,R1b⇐⇒ R2b.
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Furthermore, suppose U has cancellation on monomials of length 3. Then

L1a,R1b⇐⇒ R2b and R1a,L1b⇐⇒ L2b.

Proof. Clearly L2b implies both L2a, L1b. Assume L2a, L1b hold. Then equality (4.29) is satisfied

in S, and Rb1 implies an equality of the two righthand side multiples in (4.29). Hence, since rX is

2-cancellative the two left-hand side multiples in (4.29) are also equal, and clearly, (4.29) is an equality in

the free semigroup which proves L2b. Analogous argument shows the equivalence R2a,R1b⇐⇒ R2b.

Assume now that U has cancellation on monomials of length 3. Look at the diagram 4.25. Consider

again the following equality which holds in U :

W1 = [α(xy)][α
xy

(xy)][(α
xy)

xy

] = [
αx(αx

y)][(αx)
αx

y
][(αx)y] = W2.

The cancellation law in U3 implies that W1 = W2, as monomials in the free semigroup 〈Z〉, if and only if

α(xy) =
αx(αx

y), and (α
xy)

xy

= (αx)y .

that is if and only if both L1b and R1a hold. Similarly, the equalities W1 = W2 in U and L2b implies

by cancellativity (α
xy)

xy

= (αx)y, hence condition R1a holds. Therefore

(4.34) R1a,L1b⇐⇒ [W1 = W2 in Z3]⇐⇒ L2b.

If we consider the YB diagram with the monomial αβx, on the left top position, analogous argument

shows

(4.35) L1a,R1b⇐⇒ R2b.

This proves the lemma and thereby completes the proof of the theorem. �

The following corollary is straightforward. The definition of generalized twisted union of solutions is

given in see [2].

Corollary 4.23. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.21 (2) the following conditions hold. 1) Suppose

(X, rX ) is the trivial solution, i.e. rX(xy) = yx for all x, y ∈ X. Then

L1b⇐⇒ αx

y = αy, R1a⇐⇒ (αx)y = (αy)x

for all x, y ∈ X, α ∈ Y . Analogous statement is true in the case when (Y, rY ) is a trivial solution. 2) If

both (X, rX ), (Y, rY ) are trivial, then the regular extension (Z, r) obeys YBE iff

α(βy) = β(αy), (αx)y = (αy)x, αx

y = αy, α
βx = αx,

for all x, y ∈ X, α, β ∈ Y. Moreover, every regular extension (Z, r) which obeys YBE is a generalized

twisted union of (X, rX ), (Y, rY ).

We will discuss now extensions (Z, r) of non degenerate involutive solutions (X, rX ), (Y, rY ). Our study

of this special case is motivated by the facts listed below. Note that in the case when (X, r) is a finite

non degenerate square-free solution the semigroup S(X, r) and the YB-algebra A(k, X, r) (over arbitrary

field k) have nice properties, some of which we recall now.
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Facts 4.24. (1) [22]. Every finite non-degenerate involutive square-free solution (Z, r) is an exten-

sion of some nonempty disjoint square-free involutive solutions (X, rX ), and (Y, rY ).

(2) [10, 8]. If (X, r) is a finite square-free non degenerate involutive solution, then S = S(X, r) is

a semigroup of I-type, therefore cancellative. Moreover, S satisfies left and right Öre conditions,

and is embedded in its group of quotients, which in our case is exactly G = G(X, r). So X ⊂

S(X, r) ⊂ G(X, r) are inclusions.

(3) [8, 9], there exist an ordering on X, X = {x1, · · · , xn}, so that the relations <(r) form a Groebner

basis, and the associated YB-algebra A(k, X, r), is PBW, with a PBW k-basis the set of terms

{xk1
1 xk2

2 · · ·x
kn
n | ki ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. In this case S is a semigroup of skew polynomial type.

Therefore, as a set S can be identified with the free commutative monoid T = [x1, · · · , xn].

(4) [13] If S0 is a semigroup of skew polynomial type, then it is embedded in its group of quotients

G0, and every element ω ∈ G0 can be presented as ω = uv−1, where u, v ∈ S0. Clearly, this is

valid also for G = G(X, r).

(5) [5, 8, 9] Both S(X, r) and A(k, X, r) are Noetherian, which is convenient for symbolic computa-

tions.

We start with the general case of nondegenerate involutive solutions. As usual S, T denote the as-

sociated YB-semigroups. From now on we shall assume, that (Z, r) is associated with a fixed matched

pair (S, T ). Clearly, in this case (Z, r) is always involutive, and in the particular case, when rX , rY are

square-free, (Z, r) is also square-free.

Definition 4.25. Let (X, r) be a set with quadratic map, x, y ∈ X. We say that (x, y) is an r-fixed point

if r(x, y) = (x, y). The set of all r-fixed points in X ×X is denoted as

Fr := {(x, y) ∈ X ×X | r(x, y) = (x, y)}.

Using results from Section 2 on cancellative properties, we have:

Lemma 4.26. 1) If (X, r) is a non degenerate involutive solution, then for each x ∈ X there exists a

unique y ∈ X, such that r(x, y) = (x, y). In particular, | F r |=| X | .

2) Suppose (X, r) is a non-degenerate solution then (X, r) is square- free if and only if

Fr = diag(X, X) = {(x, x) | x ∈ X}

If in addition r is involutive, then

[xy = x =⇒ y = x for all x, y ∈ X ]⇐⇒ Fr = diag(X, X)

We will see that in the case of involutive extensions (Z, r), the sets of fixed points F rX
, and FrY

are

crucial for determining whether r obeys YBE.

Proposition 4.27. Let (X, rX), (Y, rY ) be non-degenerate involutive disjoint solutions with YB-semigroups

S = S(X, rX ), T = S(Y, rY ). Suppose (S, T ) is a strong matched pair, and let (Z, r), be the associated

extension.
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(1) r obeys YBE if and only if the following conditions hold:

(i) For each α ∈ Y the set of rX -fixed points FrX
is invariant under the left action Lα; and

(ii) For each x ∈ X the set of rY -fixed points FrY
is invariant under the right action Rx.

(2) Suppose furthermore that both (X, rX ), (Y, rY ) are square free, then r obeys YBE if and only if

weak cyclic conditions holds on ”mixed” pairs:

αx

x = αx, and α
αx = αx, for all x ∈ X, α ∈ Y.

In this case (Z, r) is also square-free.

Proof. It follows from the hypothesis that (Z, r) is involutive, and by Theorem 4.11 conditions L1a, R1a,

L2a, R2a are satisfied. Under the hypothesis of the proposition we first prove the following.

Lemma 4.28. Let x, y ∈ X. Then one of the following two conditions holds.

(i) r12r23r12(αxy) = r23r12r23(αxy), for every α ∈ Y ;

(ii) r(x, y) = (x, y).

Proof. By condition L2a there is an equality in S : αrX (xy) = rX(α(xy)). So combining (4.26) and

(4.27) we obtain

(4.36) α(rX (xy)) = [α(xy)][α
xy

(xy)] =(in S) [
αx(αx

y)][(αx)
αx

y
] = rX(α(xy)) =(in S) α(xy)

Here “a =(in S) b” means that the monomials a and b are equal as elements of S and “a = b”means an

equality as words in X2.

Since rX is involutive the number of all different monomials of X2 involved in (4.36), is at most two.

Hence two cases are possible:

(4.37) [α(xy)].[α
xy

(xy)] = [
αx(αx

y)].[(αx)(
αx

y)] is an equality in X2.

or

(4.38) [α(xy)].[α
xy

(xy)] = α(xy) = αx.[α
x

y] is an equality in X2.

Clearly (4.37) implies L2b for the triple α, x, y therefore (i) is in force.

Assume now that (4.38) holds. Then comparing the two monomials as words in X2 we obtain:

(4.39) α(xy) = αx, α
xy

(xy) = αx

y.

By the non-degeneracy of r, the first of (4.39) implies that

(4.40) xy = x.

Using this in the second of (4.39) gives

αx

(xy) = αx

y,

so this time the non-degeneracy gives

(4.41) xy = y,

Clearly (4.40) and (4.41) imply r(x, y) = (x, y), which proves (ii). �
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Analogous statement is true for every pair α, β ∈ Y.

It follows then that the only elements (x, y) ∈ X×X (respectively (α, β) ∈ Y ×Y ) if any, which might

be obstructions, for r to obey YBE could be the rX -fixed points and the rY -fixed points. So we get easily

necessary and sufficient conditions for L2b, R2b in terms of the rX - fixed points and rY -fixed points.

The set FrX
has to be invariant with respect to the left actions α•, for all α ∈ Y :

(4.42) L2b holds in X2 ⇐⇒ [rX (x, y) = (x, y) =⇒ rX(α(x, y)) = α(x, y)].

Analogously, the set FrY
has to be invariant with respect to the right actions •x, for all x ∈ X :

(4.43) R2b holds in Y 2 ⇐⇒ [rY (α, β) = (α, β) =⇒ rY ((α, β)x) = (α, β)x].

This proves (1) in the proposition.

Assume now that both, rX , rY are square free. In this case we have FrX
= diag(X × X), FrY

=

diag(Y × Y ), see Corollary 2.15 2.

Then clearly

α(x, x) = (αx, αx

x) ∈ diag(X ×X)⇐⇒ αx

x = αx,

and

(α, α)x = (α
αx, αx) ∈ diag(Y × Y )⇐⇒ α

αx = αx.

It follows then from (1) that for square-free rX and rY one has

L2b holds in X2 ⇐⇒ αx

x = αx; R2b holds in Y 2 ⇐⇒ α
αx = αx,

for all x ∈ X, and all α ∈ Y. This proves (2) in the proposition. �

We now give various examples of extensions (Z, r) of a fixed pair of solutions (X, rX), (Y, rY ). All

solutions are involutive, non-degenerate, square-free, with LRI. In this case Rz = L−1
z for all z ∈ Z.

We find the extensions applying effectively theorem 4.21 and our theory about the behaviour of finite

square-free solutions (rather than by computer).

Example 4.29. Let X = {x1, x2, x3, x4; y1, y2, y3, y4; z1, z2, z3, z4} Let ρ, σ, τ be the following cycles of

length 4 in Sym(X)

ρ = (x1, x2, x3, x4), σ = (y1, y2, y3, y4), τ = (z1, z2, z3, z4)

Define the involutive map rX : X2 −→ X2 as:

rX(xiyj) = σ(yj)ρ
−1(xi), rX (xizj) = τ(zj)ρ

−1(xi), rX (yixj) = ρ(xj)σ
−1(yi),

rX(yizj) = τ−1(zj)ρ
−1(yi), rX (zixj) = ρ(xj)τ

−1(zi), rX (ziyj) = ρ(yj)τ(zi)
rX(x1x2) = x4x3, rX(x1x4) = x2x3, rX (x3x2) = x4x1, rX (x3x4) = x2x1,
rX(y1y2) = y4y3, rX(y1y4) = y2y3, rX (y3y2) = y4y1, rX (y3y4) = y2y1,
rX(z1z2) = z4z3, rX (z1z4) = z2z3, rX (z3z2) = z4z1, rX (z3z4) = z2z1,
rX(x1x3) = x3x1, rX(x2x4) = x4x2, rX (y1y3) = y3y1, rX (y2y4) = y4y2,

rX(z1z3) = z3z1, rX(z2z4) = z4z2.

For the left action on X we have:

Lx1 = Lx3 = σ ◦ τ ◦ (x2x4) Lx2 = Lx4 = σ ◦ τ ◦ (x1x3);
Ly1 = Ly3 = ρ ◦ τ−1 ◦ (y2y4) Ly2 = Ly4 = ρ ◦ τ−1 ◦ (y1y3)
Lz1 = Lz3 = ρ ◦ σ ◦ (z2z4) Lz2 = Lz4 = ρ ◦ σ ◦ (z1z3).
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Figure 3. Example 4.29 of extensions (Z, r)

The second solution (Y, rY ) is simpler. Let Y = {α1, α2, α3; β1, β2, β3}. Take the cycles f = (α1, α2, α3), g =

(β1, β2, β3) in Sym(Y ) and define rY : Y 2 −→ Y 2 as

rY (αiβj) = g(βj)f
−1(αi), rY (βjαi) = f(αi)g

−1(βj)
rY (αiαj) = αjαi, rY (βiβj) = βjβi,
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for all i, j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3. The left actions on Y are: Lβi
= f,Lαi

= g, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.

These initial data are shown in Figure 3. The definition of the graph is given after the examples. We

omit most of the labels on the arrows in order not to clutter the diagram. We present several examples

of YB extension (Z, r) of X, Y with Z = X t Y.

Note that all (Z, r) are square free, as extensions of square-free solutions, therefore we can apply the

combinatorics developed in [8]. In particular CC is in force for (Z, r). Clearly, x = {x1, x2, x3, x4}

and y = {y1, y2, y3, y4}, z = {z1, z2, z3, z4} are the orbits of X under the action of G(X, rX ), and α =

{α1, α2, α3}, β = {β1, β2, β3} are the orbits of Y , under the action of G(Y, rY ),. Each orbit in X is rX

invariant subsets, so we have to bear in mind also ”mini-extensions” of pairs like (x, Y ), (y, Y ), (z, Y ),

(xty, Y ) etc. One can show that with this initial data, it is impossible to have extension (Z, r) in which

some xi, yj , zk belong to the same orbit.

We are interested in cases when the left action of Y onto X provides ”links” between the two orbits

x,y. So we need extensions for the pairs x t y, Y and for z, Y, which are compatible. We shall write

r(αx) = yβ,(respectively r(αx) = yα to indicate that

(4.44) r(αixp) = yqβj (resp. r(αixp) = yqαj for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 4.

More detailed study shows what kind of pairs (p, q), 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 4 are admissible with the structure of

(X, rX ). For this particular Y every pair (i, j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 is admissible. Note that no restriction on

compatibility between the two pairs (i, j) and (p, q) are necessary. There are two types of extensions

which connect x,y, in one orbit: A: r(αx) = yβ; and B: r(αx) = yα. The admissible actions of Y on z

depend only on the general type A, or B, and do not depend on the particular pairs of indices p, q, α, β,

occurring in (4.44). Furthermore, for simplicity we consider the case Lβ|xty = Lα|xty, for all α and β.

We shall discuss only case A. Clearly, under these assumptions Y does not act as automorphisms on X iff

Lα|z 6= Lβ|z. We start with a list of the left actions of Y onto xty, satisfying A and producing solutions

r. Assume

Lβ|xty = Lα|xty.

Three subcases are possible.

A1. The set x t y becomes a cycle of length 8. Denote θ = (x1y1x2y2x3y3x4y4) ∈ Sym(x t y). The

admissible actions in this subcase are:

(4.45) (i) Lα|xty = θ; (ii) Lα|xty = θ3; (iii) Lα|xty = θ5; (iv) Lα|xty = θ7.

A2. (x t y) splits into two disjoint cycles of length 4. Only two cases are admissible.

(4.46) (i)Lα|xty = (x1y1x3y3)(x2y2x4y4) = ϑ; (ii)Lα|xty = (y3x3y1x1)(y4x4y2x2) = ϑ−1.

A3. X0 splits into four disjoint cycles of length 2. There are three admissible actions.

(4.47) Lα|xty = (x1σ
i(y1))(x2σ

i(y2))(x3σ
i(y3))(x4σ

i(y4)), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.

To determine the left actions of Y on X completely, we need to know admissible actions Lα|z and Lβ|z.

One can verify that Lα|z determines uniquely Lβ|z. In four cases Lα 6= Lβ , see (a), (b), (g), (h), each of

which produces solutions (Z, r) with G(Z, r) acting on Z not as automorphisms. We give now the list
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of admissible actions of Y on z, which agree with the initial data, and the assumption A. (Note that in

case B, the list of admissible actions of Y on z, is different.)

(4.48)

(a) Lα|z = τ,Lβ|z = τ−1; (b) Lα|z = τ−1,Lβ|z = τ ;
(c) Lα|z = Lβ|z = (z1z2)(z3z4); (d) Lα|z = Lβ|z = (z1z4)(z2z3);
(e) Lα|z = Lβ|z = (z1z3); (f) Lα|z = Lβ|z = (z2z4);
(g) Lα|z = (z1z3)(z2z4);Lβ|z = idz; (h) Lα|z = idz;Lβ|z = (z1z3)(z2z4).

We now have a list of admissible actions of Y on X that are compatible with r obeying the YBE; it

remains to present similarly admissible actions of X on Y. We give next two types of actions of x t y

upon Y which are admissible with the list of actions already specified above. (This is not a complete list

of admissible choices). Each of the actions below glues Y in one orbit:

(4.49) Lxj |Y = Lyj |Y = πq, where, π = (α1β1α2β2α3β3), q = 1, 3, 5,

and

(4.50) Lxj |Y = Lyj |Y = (α1g
k(β1)) ◦ (α2g

k(β2)) ◦ (α3g
k(β3)), 0 ≤ k ≤ 2.

As a final step we determine the admissible actions of z on Y . The choice is limited:

(4.51) Lzj |Y = (f ◦ g)k, 0 ≤ k ≤ 2.

Note that to make a list of what we call admissible actions is enough to verify conditions L1a, L1b. We

leave as an exercise to the reader to check that any 4tiple of actions

Lα|xty ◦ Lα|z, Lβ|xty ◦ Lβ|z, Lx|Y = Ly|Y , Lz|Y

chosen from the lists (4.45)–(4.47), (4.48), (4.49)–(4.50), and (4.51), respectively, satisfies L1a, L1b, and

therefore defines a solution (Z, r). Note that different triples can produce isomorphic extensions.

In all cases the left action of the group G(Z, r) splits Z into three orbits, i.e. 3 invariant subsets,

namely O1 = x t y, O2 = z, O3 = Y . We now give three concrete extensions, with graphs presented in

Figure 3.

1) (Z, r1) is determined by the actions

Lαi|X = (x1y1x2y2x3y3x4y4) ◦ τ, Lβi|X = (x1y1x2y2x3y3x4y4) ◦ τ−1,

Lxj |Y = Lyj |Y = (α1β1α2β2α3β3), Lzj |Y = f ◦ g ,

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4.

2) (Z, r2) is determined by the actions

Lαi|X = (x1y1x3y3) ◦ (x2y2x4y4) ◦ (z1z3)(z2z4), Lβi|X = (x1y1x3y3) ◦ (x2y2x4y4) ◦ idz,

Lxj |Y = Lyj |Y = (α1β1) ◦ (α2β2) ◦ (α3β3), Lzj |Y = (f ◦ g)2,

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4.

3) (Z, r3) is determined by the actions

Lαi|X = Lβi|X = (x1y1)(x2y2)(x3y3)(x4y4)(z1z2)(z3z4),

Lxj |Y = Lyj |Y = (β3α3β2α2β1α1), Lzj |Y = idY ,

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4.
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We make some comments on the solutions and their graphs. For arbitrary solution (X, r) with LRI,

we define the graph Γ = Γ(X, r) as follows. It is an oriented graph, which reflects the left action of

G(X, r) on X . The set of vertices of Γ is exactly X. There is a labelled arrow x
z
−→y, if x, y, z ∈ X, x 6= y

and zx = y. Clearly x
z
←→y indicates that zx = y and zy = x. (One can make such graph for arbitrary

solutions but then it should be indicated which action is considered). The graphs Γ(X, rX), Γ(Y, rY ),

and Γ(Z, r) for the above three extensions are presented in Figure 3. To avoid clutter we typically omit

self-loops unless needed for clarity or contrast (for example Γ(Z, r2) shows these explicitly to indicate

βzi = zi). Also for the same reason, we use the line type to indicate when the same type of element acts,

rather than labelling every arrow.

Moreover, these extensions are non-isomorphic. This can be read directly from the choice of the

actions, but also from the graphs Γ(Y, ri). Note that two solutions are isomorphic if and only if their

oriented graphs are isomorphic.

In the cases 1), and 2) G(Y, rY ) does not act as automorphisms on X . For (Z, r1) this follows from

the

αk (xizj) = αkxi
αk

xi
zj = αkxi

βk−1zj = yjzj−1 6=
αkxi

αkzj = yjzj+1.

In the second case it is also easy to verify that αk (xizj) 6= αkxi
αkzj . In all cases the group G(X, rx) acts

as automorphisms on Y. In case 3) G(Z, r3) acts as automorphisms on Z.
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